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PART I
The Theory of Evolution

This part of the book explains the theory of evolution.
If all goes well, after reading this section you’ll know
how evolution works, why there are many different
species of animals and plants and what genes are.
The second part of the book deals with all kinds of topics
and questions on which the theory of evolution sheds unexpected
light. Questions like: can you become immortal?
Why can’t a dog have offspring with a chicken and can
you break the law?
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How and Why
If you’ve ever snorkelled on a coral reef, walked through a rain forest
or simply taken a good look around you in a garden centre or a zoo,
then you’ll know nature is put together in an incredibly awesome and
ingenious way. Examples abound: polar bears have thick white coats
that ensure they don’t get cold or stand out in the snow. There are
deep-sea fish with luminous body parts that they can use as pocket
torches in the murky depths. And so on and so on.
When you survey nature you can’t help getting the idea that
all those plants and animals can’t have originated just like that. It all
fits together so beautifully. The polar bear’s thick white coat, the
deep-sea fish with their pocket torches, coconuts etcetera, surely it
must all have been designed or devised by some super-engineer?
But that isn’t the case. Plants and animals originated
gradually over time through the process of evolution. And evolution –
plus all kinds of related matters – is the subject of this book. The
book is not intended to be an exhaustive scientific study. I’ve
probably forgotten to include lots of things and occasionally I may
have got it completely wrong. This book aims to be more of a starting
point for further thought.
We’ll begin with an introduction to the theory of evolution. In that
introduction we’ll find an answer to such questions as ‘Why are polar
bears white?’
But before dealing with this, let’s first take a closer look at the
question. It doesn’t look like it, but the question ‘Why are polar bears
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white?’ is actually quite a complicated one. It’s the fault of the
troublesome word ‘why’. Try comparing the following questions:
☞ Why are fire engines red?
☞ Why are polar bears white?
☞ Why is the sky blue?

The answer to the first question is easy: a fire engine is red so that it
stands out in traffic. The fact that fire engines are red has a purpose.
Someone – a fire engine designer – hit on the idea and then had fire
engines painted red.
And why is the sky blue? The sky is definitely not blue for
some purpose, as was the case with the fire engine. The sky could just
as easily have been green or yellow. If you asked a meteorologist why
the sky is blue, he would probably answer with a complicated account
about the colour of sunlight, the reflection of that by the particles of
air, and so on. In that case the meteorologist is actually answering the
question ‘How does the sky come to be blue?’ There is obviously
linguistic confusion between ‘how’ and ‘why’: ‘why’ can sometimes
mean ‘how’. So what about the question ‘Why are polar bears white?’
Do we mean how do polar bears come to be white or do we really
mean why?’ In this question how and why become even more
confused. But perhaps the complexity of the question will become
clearer as we examine evolution theory.
We shall see that the theory of evolution not only tells us something
about the origin of plants and animals, but also has a far deeper
meaning. Evolutionary theory sheds new light on such age-old
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philosophical questions as ‘Why did life originate? And ‘What are
good and evil?’ And the theory of evolution also affects everyday
questions. What do you make of ‘How was cheese invented?’ or ‘Is
homosexuality natural?’ All questions that relate in some way to the
theory of evolution. All these questions and – and much else besides
– will feature in this book.
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The Theory of Evolution
The three ingredients of the theory of evolution
– How those three ingredients jointly constitute
the mechanism of evolution

You’ve probably heard something about the theory of evolution
before. It was Charles Darwin – an Englishman who lived in the
nineteenth century – who thought it up. You must have heard a few
things about how man is descended from an apelike creature that
lived hundreds of thousands of years ago. And maybe you’re familiar
with stories about fossils and about the mysterious extinction of the
dinosaurs. But I don’t want to talk about Neanderthals, fossils or
dinosaurs here. We’ll be staying closer to home.
Evolution happened and is still happening. But why? How
does evolution work?

The first ingredient of evolution theory
For a start, try buying ten roses. Examine them carefully… they’re all
slightly different: one has slightly more thorns than the others;
they’re not all as red as each other, and so on. This is a very
important initial observation: all roses are slightly different. The
same applies to other plants and also to animals. Just look at a
meadow; no one cow has exactly the same pattern of patches as
another. And the same applies to people. Every human being looks a
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little different. For instance, every human being has a slightly
different fingerprint. We’ve already pinpointed the first major
ingredient of the theory of evolution:
All animals and plants of the same species are slightly
different.

The second ingredient of evolution theory
Let’s take another look at nature: hopping bunnies, a blooming heath
and fluttering sparrows – can you see it in front of you? You could
compare nature to the squad of a professional football team – FC
Barcelona, for example.
The Barcelona squad consists of about twenty players, all
talented – all brilliant footballers. Unfortunately only eleven of them
can play in the match. Of course there’s enormous pressure on those
twenty players to be among the best eleven. That’s why they run their
socks off in the training sessions. A player who doesn’t make it will
transfer to another club, and if he has no luck there he’ll drop out of
professional football. Too bad.
The squad’s motto is hard work, and in a comparable way
nature’s motto is hard work. Many more animals are born than there
is really room for; only a small percentage of baby animals will
survive into adulthood. Actually there’s no room at all on earth for all
those offspring. To illustrate the point: rabbits have about ten young
approximately four times a year; in about five years a single pair of
rabbits would have a few thousand million descendants. If all those
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rabbits were to survive, the whole earth would be deluged with
rabbits – there would be a hundred or so rabbits to each square
metre! Fortunately that’s not the case, and that’s because very many
baby rabbits die. Life is hard for baby rabbits. There are birds of prey
flying around that are out to get them. There’s perpetual famine and
the farmer’s dog isn’t much fun either. Rabbits have to be on their
guard the whole time, and have to go to enormous lengths to stay
alive.
Another example illustrates the huge pressure exerted by nature and
of how animals have to go to enormous lengths to survive. The snow
petrel lives in the middle of Antarctica, over a hundred kilometres
from the sea. In its immediate surroundings there is only ice and
absolutely nothing to eat. So every other day the bird makes the
whole flight of a hundred or so kilometres to the sea, catches a fish,
eats half of it, flies all the way back with the other half in its gullet and
gives it to its mate to eat. The next day the mate performs the same
feat. But the most incredible thing is that in the same inhospitable
area we find another bird, the south polar skua. This bird eats the
eggs of the snow petrel! So there are two species of birds dependent
on that one little fish swimming about over a hundred kilometres
away.
Obviously life is hard for these birds. And you might think
that life only gets this hard as this for exceptional birds like these,
which live in such weird conditions. But that isn’t true: life is hard for
all animals. All animals and plants have tough lives and must do their
utmost to survive.
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Even if conditions appear easy, animals have a hard time.
Take African locusts. Locusts eat grass and African has vast
grasslands. You’d say that locusts would have an exceptionally easy
time of it in Africa, since there’s food galore.
But there’s so much to eat that lots and lots of locusts
survive. Those baby locusts produce baby locusts in turn and lots of
these survive. And if there’s room for more locusts, even more are
born, till things become impossible. That’s how plagues of locusts
originate in Africa. Plagues are huge clouds of locusts. They devour
everything green in their path in an instant. In their insatiable hunger
plagues of locusts strip whole areas of Africa of vegetation. Locusts
really don’t do that for fun. Those locusts are so incredibly hungry
because there are actually too many locusts and not enough food. So
despite the fact that there are vast amounts of grass to eat, locusts
must do their utmost to get enough to eat.
We’ve now identified the second major ingredient of the
theory of evolution:
All plants and animals have a hard life.
You may think that in Western Europe life probably isn’t all that hard
in the natural world. It all looks so peaceful; the odd sparrow, the odd
bunny; what violent life-and-death struggle? But you’re in for a big
disappointment. Take those bunnies, for example. In the 1950 the
Flevopolder in the Netherlands was reclaimed from the sea. Until
then what is now an area of land containing such towns as Almere
and Lelystad was nothing but water. The Flevopolder was not much
more than a bog, with scarcely any plants, when the first rabbits
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appeared – despite there being a wide expanse of water between the
mainland and the Flevopolder. How was it possible? How is it
possible that rabbits appeared the moment it was possible for rabbits
to survive on the Flevopolder? Could someone have deliberately
released some? Unlikely. Perhaps someone left a number of rabbits
behind on the island by accident. But that’s also unlikely: you don’t
just leave rabbits lying around. So how did the rabbits get there?
They swam! Flevoland is just a few kilometres from the mainland and
a rabbit can swim that far.
But then how did those rabbits know that there was land
within swimming distance? Could they smell Flevoland? Perhaps, but
they probably jumped in the water on the off chance, hoping for the
best. And on the one occasion they came across Flevoland they were
lucky.
Very probably rabbits have been jumping in the water hoping
for the best for centuries and are still doing so. And of course it’s
almost always bad news for the brave ones who take the plunge.
Scores of rabbits have probably drowned in the course of time
heading for the Flevopolder, which wasn’t yet there. And probably
many rabbits still drown every year after simply jumping in the
water. But very occasionally a rabbit gets lucky and winds up on
Flevoland, for example.
What on earth gets into those rabbits? Why should a rabbit
take a leap into cold and unknown territory if it’s leading a lovely,
peaceful life, with enough grass to eat? Because it just isn’t leading
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Year one: you start with two
rabbits, a male and a
female.

Year two: you already have
thousands of rabbits.

Year five: if no rabbits die, you
have billions and billions of
bunnies.
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a lovely peaceful life with enough grass to eat! No, life is hard for
rabbits. If you’re at your wit’s end and haven’t eaten for a few days,
you’re prepared to take the plunge.

Let’s mix the first two ingredients
We’ve already seen two things: all the animals and plants in a species
are slightly different, and animals and plants have a tough life. We
can combine those two observations and then take another important
step towards the theory of evolution. Let’s return for a moment to the
snow petrels we saw just now – those birds that live such a solitary
existence at the South Pole. We’ve seen that all plants and animals
are slightly different. Snow petrels too. There are snow petrels that
are slightly fatter than others, snow petrels that have slightly fewer
feathers and there are snow petrels that can fly slightly further. A
snow petrel that can fly further can look after itself better: it can go
further in search of fish, or it can retreat a little further onto the ice in
order to escape the dreaded south polar skua. This tiny difference will
ensure that the bird has a greater chance of growing to adulthood: if
few birds survive then at least the ‘best’ bird, which flies furthest, will.
Compare it with two people arm wrestling: two guys as
strong as oxen, head to head. Each exerts enormous strength to beat
the other. But they’re pretty evenly matched and the contest is a long
one. Finally one of them forces the other’s hand onto the table with a
mighty thump: he’s the winner. They were almost equally strong, but
the one who was a teeny bit stronger finally defeated his opponent.
And that’s how it goes in nature too. The snow petrel with a tiny
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advantage over its fellows will eventually decisively defeat those
fellows.
So the first two ingredients of the theory of evolution (all
plants and animals are slightly different, and all plants and animals
have a hard time), combine to produce the following:
Differences within a species, combined with fierce
competition in nature, guarantee that animals and plants
that are a fraction better at surviving will most probably
survive.
A polar bear that is tiny bit whiter, a crocodile with slightly sharper
teeth, and a rabbit that can run slightly faster; ultimately they will
probably survive and others will not.

Ingredient three – the last ingredient
Now there’s only one thing missing to make the theory of evolution
complete and that is heredity. Let’s look at the snow petrels again for
a moment. A bird that can fly slightly further has a greater chance of
growing to adulthood. And when the bird is fully grown it can have
chicks – so that the bird also has a greater chance of having chicks.
Well, it’s very likely that that a number of those will have their
mother’s or father’s handy characteristic and will themselves be able
to fly as far. That’s how nature is constructed: children resemble their
parents. It’s the same with you: you’re like your father and mother.
And if snow petrels are good fliers, then their offspring will probably
be too. It may even happen that through a quirk of fate one of the
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chicks can fly even further than its parents – a super-chick! This
super-chick will of course in its turn have greater chance of survival
than its fellow-chicks.
Let’s examine what will happen with the super-chick and its
descendants at the South Pole. To begin with there is one superchick. As soon as it is fully grown the super-chick has a super-chick of
its own – that is the principle of heredity: now there are two superchicks living at the South Pole. One spring the super-chicks – or,
more accurately, super-snow petrels, since they’re not chicks any
longer – both have another super-chick. So there are already four
super-chicks living at the South Pole. Super-chicks have less hard a
time than ordinary snow petrels and in the desperate fight for life the
super-snow petrels win out over the ordinary ones: the four supersnow petrels survive. The four become eight and the eight become
sixteen and a few springs later there are several thousand super-snow
petrels at the South Pole, despite the fact that the total number of
snow petrels has not increased – after all, there is only a limited
quantity of food. The growth in the number of super-chicks is at the
expense of the number of ordinary chicks. And it’s not long before the
snow petrel species consists largely of super-snow petrels!
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It all begins with one super-chick…

… but very soon more appear.

Yet the number of chicks remains the same and it’s not long before
the super-chicks form the majority.
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The theory of evolution in a nutshell
At a certain moment a snow petrel was born that could fly slightly
further than other snow petrels. The bird became a trend-setter. A
several generations later the snow petrel species as a whole could fly
slightly further. In that way snow petrels have in the course of time
started flying further and further. And what applies to snow petrels,
also applies to polar bears, poppies and people:
☞ within each species all individuals are slightly different;
☞ because of the fierce battle being waged in nature, even the
tiniest advantage makes the difference between life and
death;
☞ a characteristic that offers an advantage will penetrate a large
part of the species by means of heredity.
The three things listed above ensure that a species changes by a
succession of short steps. Now we have in a nutshell the theory of
evolution as thought up by Charles Darwin:
Variation within a species, fierce competition in nature, and
heredity ensure step-by-step change in a species.

Why are polar bears white?
Now let’s look at another example: polar bears. Why are polar bears
so white?
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Ingredient one of evolution theory: all animals (and plants) are
slightly different.

Ingredient two: life is hard. There is fierce competition in nature – there is
little food, little space, and so on.

Number three is heredity: offspring inherit characteristics from their
father and their mother (in this picture mother’s posture and Dad’s
patches).
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Imagine a species of bear which lives somewhere in the Northern
hemisphere a long time ago. It was a brownish-coloured bear and
lived in the tundra. Their hard life forced the bears to search for food
all over; even on the ice fields that bordered the tundra. You can
imagine that a brown bear is fairly conspicuous on the ice and that
any seal cub has plenty of time to dive into the water at its leisure, if it
sees a bear like that coming from a distance – polar bears eat seals.
But by chance some slightly lighter bears were born. The
light brown bears were slightly less conspicuous in the snow and were
slightly better at finding food on the ice. As a result they survived just
a little more often than their darker fellow-bears. So the lighter ones
also had slightly more offspring. Those offspring were also lightish
brown – a characteristic they inherited from their parents.
Sometimes a bear cub was born that was even lighter than its
parents. Of it course was even less conspicuous in the snow, and had
an even greater chance of surviving. And so it goes on and on: the
lightest bear to be born has been dealt the best hand and has the best
chance of reproducing. And that’s how it was that step by step the
bear species grew lighter and lighter. And the result is today’s pure
white polar bear.
The same thing happened with all the other handy characteristics of
the polar bear: its thick coat, the webs between its toes and its hairy
soles. It all happened by itself, without anyone having the idea that it
would be useful for the polar bear. You may sometimes be inclined to
think that that thick white coat was designed specially for the polar
bear: it suits the polar bear so well and it all seems so right. But that
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idea is just plain wrong: the polar bear’s thick white coat originated of
its own accord through the ‘stupid’ process of evolution.
It’s sometimes said that the polar bear has adapted to circumstances.
But make no mistake: no individual polar bear has adapted! Every
individual bear has lived the same kind of life; the polar bear species
as a whole has adapted. The adaptation of the polar bear species and
the adaptation of, say, a car in accordance with the wishes of the
customer are totally different processes. In the latter case the final
goal is known and you can simply take effective steps to achieve the
desired goal: add a spoiler, fit wider tyres, and so on, moving step by
step towards the sportier look the customer wants. But in the process
of evolution as it takes place in nature, no final goal is known in
advance and no effective steps are taken. All the steps are the result
of the three ingredients we saw earlier.
But why are polar bears white then? The previous chapter
dealt briefly with the meaning of the word ‘why’. Why was a fire
engine red? A fire engine was red because it had been designed that
way: first someone had come up with the idea that fire engines
should be red, and afterwards they were sprayed red. Things were
different with the colour of the sky: there’s absolutely no point in the
sky being blue. The sky happens to be blue and could just as well have
been green or yellow.
Polar bears are about halfway between the sky and the fire
engines. No one had the idea in advance that polar bears should be
white. But it isn’t totally coincidental either. Polar bears turned white
by chance. And polar bears have stayed white because it proved
useful.
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An evolving football competition
Another example. Not from biology this time, but from the world of
football. Imagine that there’s a European football competition,
featuring thirty teams from various countries in Europe. The
competition is organised in such a way that the losers in a particular
year cannot compete the following year and the winners can choose a
club to take the place of the losers. The competition thrives: the
standard of play is high and every season a new team joins and
another drops out.
One fine day the Brazilian football association asks if
Brazilian teams can join the competition. A dilemma for the
European football league: Brazilians are good footballers and would
enhance the competition, but Brazil isn’t in Europe. Still, the football
association approves the idea: the Brazilians may send one team to
the European football competition.
The Brazilian team promptly become champions. Stands to
reason: they’re just amazing footballers. The Brazilians are now
allowed to choose a new team to take part the following year, and the
Brazilians opt for another Brazilian club; seems like a good idea. You
know what’s coming: the following year that team become champions
– what do you expect, those Brazilians are simply great footballers.
Well then, this team also chooses a Brazilian to enter the European
competition. By this time there are already three Brazilian teams in
the European competition! In subsequent years Brazilian teams keep
winning and gradually all the European teams are replaced by
Brazilian ones. What began as a European competition ends up as an
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all-Brazilian affair. All because of that one Brazilian team that was
originally let in.
Exactly the same three ingredients that we saw earlier apply
to the football competition. All the teams perform slightly differently
– there are good and less good teams competing. There is fierce
competition between the teams: that’s the whole idea of the
competition. And heredity’s involved too: in the strange phenomenon
of winning Brazilian teams choosing new Brazilian teams. And the
three ingredients combine to create an evolution. An evolution from a
European competition to an all-Brazilian affair.
Three ingredients that we can all see around us help fuel evolution.
Those simple ingredients enable a species of plant or animal (or a
football competition) to change slowly, step by step, over the course
of time. And all animals and plants have become what they are today
through the process of evolution.

In brief
☞ In a nutshell, the theory of evolution states the following:
variation within a species, fierce competition in nature, and
heredity ensure that a species can change step by step.
☞ A polar bear is white because it makes the bear less
conspicuous in the snow, although no one came up with the
idea that a polar bear has to be white to be less conspicuous
in the snow.
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☞ But the question ‘Why do polar bears remain white?’ is a
question that can be answered more sensibly than the
question ‘Why are polar bears white? Polar bears became
white by accident, and have stayed white because it proved
extremely useful.
☞ One individual can be a trendsetter and change the face of a
whole species.
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Species
How the theory of evolution explains the origin
of various plant and animal species –
Exactly what species are –
How you can make a species for yourself

The theory of evolution shows how three simple ingredients enable
plant and animal species to change slowly, in small steps. But small
steps mount up to big steps, so that animal and plant species
gradually undergo drastic changes. Those changes can even
ultimately cause a single plant or animal species to split into two total
different species.
For example, take those polar bears again. Long, long, long
ago there was no difference between polar bears and brown bears;
there was only one bear species roaming the earth – the bears in
question were of course neither polar bears nor brown bears, but they
were animals that we today would recognise as ‘bearlike’. From this
one bear species brown bears and polar bears emerged. We can see
how this kind of process works from another sporting example.

American football & rugby
How is possible for two species of animal suddenly to emerge from a
single species? You could compare it to the history of American
football and rugby. These two sports boil down to more or less the
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same thing: you have to try to get the ball across your opponent’s tryline. You can run forward carrying the ball and your opponents can
try to stop you in all kinds of ways.
At the end of the nineteenth century American football didn’t
yet exist. There was only rugby: rugby was played in America too.
Rugby was also played in, for instance, Europe and Australia. At a
certain moment minor adaptations were made to rules of the game
which were not adopted in the rest of the world. American football
was born.
In the early years of American football the sport wasn’t much
different from rugby; sports reporters kept confusing the two sports.
But gradually more and more changed; the field on which American
football was played changed slightly in size, the teams became
slightly larger.
If you compare a rugby match with an American football
game, you see a world of difference. Rugby players wear standard
sports kit not unlike soccer or hockey strip. But American football
players resemble Roman gladiators, with huge shoulder guards and
motorbike helmets. Rugby matches last for two halves of forty-five
minutes and the ball is always in play. American football is
interrupted every few minutes; players are substituted and all kinds
of things happen, and meanwhile the ball is out of play. Then there is
a short period of ball action – sometimes just a few seconds – and
whoops, there’s another break in play.
In about a hundred years rugby and American football have
grown so far apart that the two games are scarcely comparable any
longer. What began as one sport has eventually developed into two
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different sports. And in precisely the same way animal or plant
species can divide into several – very different –species.
Let’s return again to the story about the polar bears in the last
chapter. We saw that the polar bear species, step by step, slowly
became whiter and whiter. It started with one bear cub that
happened to be a bit lighter than its fellow-bears. As a result this bear
cub was better equipped to hunt in the snow. But well, of course you
still had the ordinary dark-brown bears – which weren’t as good at
hunting in the snow. You can easily imagine that the dark-brown
bears resorted to the woods and the light-brown bears headed for the
ice. This produced two groups of bears: the light-brown and the darkbrown. Both groups still belonged to the same species. But the two
groups no longer met – after all, there are no trees on the ice! And
slowly the two groups grew apart, in the same way that rugby and
American football grew apart: step by step. And the result is two
different species of animal: the brown bear and the polar bear. So
that’s how different species emerge. (Actually there are more bear
species than that: grizzly bears, honey bears, Asiatic bears and sloth
bears, but I’m lumping them all together with the brown bears
because they’re all brown.)

What is a species actually?
In this whole account I’ve ignored the question of exactly what a
species is. What is an animal species and what is a plant species?
Polar bears are an animal species. But racoons and polar bears are
different species. Why is that? They’re different species because they
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can’t produce offspring together. Apart from that racoons and polar
bears never meet – except in zoos – and never have chance to mate. A
racoon cannot have offspring with a polar bear and vice versa, even if
you put them together in a cage and manage to get them to mate.
That’s what makes racoons and polar bears different species. And
that’s why all human beings belong to the same species: all men and
women, if they’re fertile at least, can have children together.
Actually the division into species is a matter of taste. Species are
continually changing; they disappear and divide into several species.
Are Pekinese and Saint Bernards the same species? It would seem so
– they’re both dogs, though I’ve never heard of a dog breeder who
crosses the two breeds. And out of sympathy with all those dear little
female Pekes, I’ll take it on trust that Pekinese can have offspring
with Saint Bernard’s and vice versa (it doesn’t bear thinking about,
one of those huge Saint Bernards with a little Peke…).
But who is to say that in ten thousand years’ time Pekinese
will still be able to have offspring with Saint Bernards? No one can.
It’s perfectly possible that in the future the two dogs will belong to
different species. More than that, it may be that my Pekinese
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It doesn’t bear thinking about, one of those huge Saint Bernards
with a little Peke…

is the first representative of a new Pekinese species that is separate
from dogs. Except that you don’t know that yet. In a few thousand
years’ time biologists may say that in about 2000 the Pekinese and
the Saint Bernard still belonged to the same species, and that the new
Pekinese probably originated at sometime in that period in Western
Europe. Who can say? Should the biologists of the future actually
assert that, it probably means that my Peke and the Saint Bernard
round the corner already belong to different species, without anyone
knowing – or being able to know. This lack of clarity relates
particularly to the notion of a species – but anyway, we’ll have to
learn to live with it and it can be a very useful notion for
understanding the world around us.
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Your own species of rabbit
We’ve seen how different species can emerge in nature. But you could
very easily make a separate species of animal for yourself. Let’s set
about making a new species of rabbit. You start by buying a set of
rabbits from a pet shop. Let’s say you buy ten. Make sure you buy
males as well as females. Now take the map of the world and find an
island in the Pacific a long way from any other islands. You take your
ten rabbits to that island and have a good look around to see if the
conditions are right for rabbits: if there’s green vegetation at ground
level (grass or whatever), if the rabbits can make burrows, and a few
more things that rabbits find important. And if it’s all OK – make
sure the place is not full of birds or prey – you release the rabbits.
And all you have to do is wait for a hundred thousand years!
I guarantee that in a hundred thousand years your rabbits on
the Pacific island will develop differently from rabbits in mainland
Europe. Perhaps after a hundred thousand years the rabbits on the
island will have stronger front paws because the ground is a lot
harder, so that it’s more difficult to dig burrows. Or perhaps on the
contrary they’ll have much shorter paws and fatter bodies since they
have scarcely any need to run, seeing that there are no birds of prey,
foxes or other predators.
What the rabbits will look like is hard to say, but it’s almost
certain that the rabbits descended from your ten rabbits will be very
different from other rabbits elsewhere in the world. Maybe so
different that you can speak of a separate species of rabbit.
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Imagine that the ground on the island is harder than rabbits are used
to. And imagine that in the course of time the species of rabbit on the
island develops stronger front paws. If all goes well you’ll know why it
is that those rabbits develop stronger front paws. If all goes well you’ll
know it’s not because someone came up with the idea that stronger
front paws would be useful for the rabbits in question. No, it works
differently: various kinds of rabbits are born – completely by chance.
There are long-eared rabbits and short-eared rabbits, rabbits with
strong front paws and rabbits with weak front paws, and so on. Well,
it turns out that rabbits with strong paws can cope better on the
island. As a result at a certain moment it’s crawling with strongpawed rabbits.
Of course, to make a new species of rabbit you don’t have to go all the
way to an island. You can also simply put the ten rabbits in a hutch.
You want to create a species with super-long ears, and this is how you
do it. You make sure that the male with the longest ears mates with
the female with the longest ears. This pair have a litter of baby
rabbits. You make the most fuss of the babies with the longest ears:
you give them most to eat, stroke them the most. And when the
babies are fully grown you repeat the process: you select the male
with the longest ears and the female with the longest ears and one
sultry night put them in a hutch together by candlelight. You keep
this up for a while – you won’t have to wait for a hundred thousand
years, believe me – and the result in all probability will be a
completely new rabbit species with incredibly long ears. This is
simply rabbit-breeding - and that has been going on since time
immemorial. By breeding over long periods, for instance, various
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tame rabbit species have been created. And other pets too of course,
like dogs, horses and cows.
Breeding rabbits is very little different from the experiment
with the island. The only difference is that with breeding you have to
do everything yourself: feeding, selecting males and females. If you
take the rabbits to an island, the island will do everything for you.
The island will provide food for your rabbits. And the conditions will
select the rabbits: only rabbits that can cope with the conditions will
grow and be able to reproduce. Actually you could see the island as a
breeding machine. However, the snag about this breeding machine is
that you don’t know what the result of the breeding will be: long ears,
short ears, strong front paws, weak front paws? You’ve no idea.

In brief
☞ Two groups of animals of the same species that live in
different places may grow apart and eventually form two
different species.
☞ You can’t be absolutely sure whether a Peke is the same
species as the Saint Bernard round the corner.
☞ It’s really not that difficult to make your own animal
species.
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Genes
What genes are – How heredity works
– An explanation for variation within
a species

In a nutshell the theory of evolution stated the following: variation
within a species, fierce competition in nature and heredity enable a
species to change step by step.
I want to take a closer look at two things: (1) why is there that
variation within a species, where does it come from? and (2) what
about inherited characteristics, how do they work? Charles Darwin –
the father of the theory of evolution – probably asked himself the
same questions. If he’d asked himself those questions, he wouldn’t
have had an answer to hand, since in his day nothing was known as
yet about genes, chromosomes or DNA.

What are genes?
Genes, chromosomes and DNA are three words for more or less the
same thing. For the sake of convenience I’ll go on using the term
‘genes’. Every animal – in this chapter I’ll be talking only about
animals, but the same applies to plants – is made up of lots of cells.
Every animal begins as a single cell. One of the most obvious
examples of such a single cell from which a whole animal grows is a
chicken’s egg. A single – exceptionally large! – cell, from which after
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a few weeks, provided the egg is fertilised, will crawl a chick. But
besides the chicken every other animal also begins as a single cell:
mammals begin as a cell in a female’s womb, fish float about in the
water as single-cell organisms and insects lay their eggs in a huge
variety of places – from cosy warm webs to the toes of unsuspecting
people walking barefoot through a swamp. That cell contains genes,
and those genes are as it were a manual detailing how the animal is
constructed.
The single cell divides and becomes two cells, which in turn
divide into four, and so on. At each division the genes are copied and
transmitted to the new cells. So that every cell in a plant or animal
contains exactly the same genes – since they are all copies of the
genes in the first cell. There are, though, differences between the
genes of different individuals: all the genes in my body are the same,
but my genes are different from yours.
You can see genes as a kind of manual or recipe detailing how a plant
or animal is to be constructed. This kind of manual is extremely long;
if it were to be written in English, it would be a bulky volume. A book
describing the kind of animal it’s going to be. Of course the textbook
isn’t written in English, but let’s pretend for a moment that it is. A
bulky volume is required
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None of these animals with four legs, a grey skin, big ears, a
long trunk and two tusks are elephants!

because of the details in the textbook. It doesn’t say: animal – four
legs – grey skin – big ears – long trunk – two tusks. That wouldn’t be
a useful textbook: you could dream up infinite numbers of animals
with four legs, grey skin, big ears, long trunk and tusks, none of
which are elephants.
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There is a much more precise description of how the animal is to be
constructed. In the genes it is laid down exactly how long tusks are,
their shape, their position and so on. The genes are so precise that
elephant genes always produce elephants. You could compare it, for
instance, to a manual for building a Boeing 747; hundreds of pages of
technical information describing exactly how a Boeing 747 is
constructed.
Heredity
We now know more or less what genes are – your genes are textbooks
detailing how you are constructed. But how do you get your genes?
You get them from your parents: about half the genes in your very
first cell come from your father and the other half from your mother.
That manual of yours is a combination of the manuals of both your
parents. Your parents’ manuals are slightly different. Your father’s
manual may say ‘blue eyes’, while your mother’s says ‘brown eyes’.
And one manual may contain the instruction ‘straight hair’, while the
other has ‘curls’. If you mix the two manuals, you get yours. And
that’s why you can inherit your father’s blue eyes and your mother’s
curls.
What applies to you, applies to most animals and plants: the
genes in a plant or animal are a combination of their parents’ genes.
We know more than Darwin knew: we know how characteristics can
be passed on to the next generation. So we know how heredity works.
We know why it is that children resemble their parents.
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Variation
The next topic to be tackled in this chapter is: how on earth can all
that variation exist within a single species. We have seen that genes
are constantly being copied. And in the course of that copying things
quite often go wrong: the copy is no longer a true copy, but a slightly
different version of the original. Often that makes no difference at all.
Imagine an English manual for building a Boeing 747: a fat book
giving an exact description of how the aircraft is to be built. If you
were to change the odd word here and there it wouldn’t matter much:
the book would remain a manual for building a Boeing 747 and
wouldn’t become a telephone directory or something. But very
occasionally a chance modification like that may be significant. That
chance modification of the manual may cause a slight change in the
Boeing – for example, making its wings one centimetre longer.
Exactly the same thing happens with genes: copying errors
produce differences between genes. Minimal differences between
genes produce variation within a species. For instance, small genetic
differences make all human beings slightly different – shorter, taller;
thinner, fatter; darker, lighter.
What did we need all this knowledge for? In order to understand the
theory of evolution better. Evolution theory stated that (1) variation
within a species, (2) fierce competition in nature, and (3) heredity
enable a species to change step by step. We’ve now seen how genes
(or chromosomes or DNA) produce heredity, and we’ve also seen how
the same genes are responsible for variation in a species.
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In brief
☞ Your genes can be compared to a comprehensive manual on
‘How to make a human being’.
☞ All human beings are slightly different because of typing
and copying errors in that manual.
☞ Half of your manual comes from your mother and the other
half from your father.
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The History of Evolution
How life began – How life developed –
On the definition of ‘life’

We’ve seen how evolution works and how the development of
animals and plants operates. And we know how it came about that
millions of years ago there were sabre-tooth tigers and today there
are pussycats. But how did those sabre-tooth tigers ever appear,
where did it all begin?

From fish to man
You probably know the broad outline of evolution: long ago (five
hundred million years or so) the only life form were fish in the sea.
There were no land animals as yet. Step by step some of those fish
evolved and left the water: from fish that swam in shallow water, to
fish that swam in mud, to fish living on wet ground. That’s how
amphibians and reptiles emerged. Amphibians are actually half land
and half aquatic animals: frogs and salamanders are amphibians.
Tortoises, snakes and lizards are reptiles.
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From a simple aquatic organism that lived in the seas millions of
years ago, to a fish, from a fish to a reptile,and from a reptile to a
mammal.

Some of those semi-aquatic animals developed into mammals and
birds, gradually and step by step. Take it from me, a sparrow didn’t
suddenly just crawl out of a lizard’s egg. Perhaps it all began with a
lizard that could float down out of the trees. From another branch –
the mammal branch – man eventually emerged some 500,000 years
ago.
It’s impossible to say precisely when man appeared – even if
you could travel back in a time machine and study everything closely.
You simply can’t say who exactly was the first human being. Is it the
person from 40,000 years ago who could produce sentences of more
than five words? Or the one from ten thousand years before who
invented fire? It’s hard to know. And it’s not really that important
either, because we know that man exists now, and we also know that
a hundred thousand years ago man didn’t yet exist (though hominoid
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creatures did already exist at that time). So that man must have
gradually emerged in the meantime.
We’ve already got to grips with a large portion of evolution: from, say,
the period when there were only fish up to now. But before those fish
existed there were plenty of living organisms: little water creatures,
tiny aquatic creatures. With the theory of evolution at the back of
your mind you have an excellent understanding of how by means of a
whole series of small steps those small aquatic creatures, with which
the seas were teeming a billion years ago, evolved into real fish.

From single-cell organism to fish
We can, though, understand how minute sea creatures that lived a
billion years ago evolved into fish, how some fish evolved into land
animals, including man…
But we still don’t know how it began. It’s rather as if we are
postponing the problem: because what about those tiny sea creatures,
where did they originate from? That hasn’t been explained yet by
evolution, but let’s have a look at the question now.
Long before those sea creatures lived there were even smaller
creatures: single-cell organisms. Single-cell organisms are – as the
name makes clear – creatures or plants consisting of a single cell. A
cell is a tiny element of animal or plant that does something very
simple: a hair cell can produce hair, a muscle cell can contract and a
blood cell can absorb a little oxygen. Our body consists of billions of
cells, but a cell can also constitute a whole plant or animal by itself,
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thus making it a single-cell organism. A billion or so years ago the
only living creatures on earth were single-cell organisms. So a billion
years ago the only life-forms were single-cell organisms, and a few
million years later there were creatures consisting of a number of
cells! That points to a revolution in evolution.
Hundreds of millions of years ago a number of separate
single-cell organisms began to cluster together into larger, multi-cell
wholes. Although those separate cells were quite capable of existing
alone, it sometimes proved more useful to cluster together and enter
into a kind of close partnership. This clustering took place in the
normal evolutionary way that we already know: there were cells that
just happened not to cluster and there were cells that happened to
cluster. In some cases clustering turned out to work better and in
those cases the cells that clustered survived.
Clustering took place between both identical and different cells. You
can imagine, for instance, that single-cell organisms that needed
oxygen were good partners for single-cell organisms that on the
contrary needed to dispose of oxygen. Eventually those partnerships
between single-cell organisms evolved into tiny multi-cell sea
creatures. You probably didn’t know that because they’re so difficult
to see. But there are enormous numbers of them, and with an
unbelievable amount of variation.
So why did single-cell organisms start clustering? An
awkward question. In the first place cells didn’t start clustering for a
particular reason at all. They simply happened to start doing it on a
particular occasion. Cells that cluster and benefit from it, find it
easier to survive and hence have more offspring – that is what the
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theory of evolution says. Such successful cells are trendsetters. The
trend the cells set is clustering.

From nothing to single-cell organism
We are now another step closer towards the beginning. The following
steps were already familiar (listed in reverse order in time): from
mammal to reptile, to amphibian, to fish, to sea creature. Now we
also understand how those tiny sea creatures were formed: they’re
partnerships of single-cell organisms. Such partnerships actually still
exist: a sponge is a large collection of single-cell mini-sponges. There
is a deep-sea jellyfish with tentacles at least thirty metres long: in fact
every tentacle is a separate jellyfish in its own right and they all
collaborate to make a kind of collective jellyfish.
Now there’s just one more step and we’ll stop: exactly how
did those single-cell organisms originate? It’s actually rather
dishonest to devote only one section to this question: the step from
nothing to single-cell organisms took millions of years.
About four billion years ago part of the earth’s surface
probably consisted of a kind of soup – a soup full of inanimate
chemicals and molecules. Molecules are the tiny building blocks of all
matter: water consists of molecules, the air consists of molecules,
plastic consists of molecules. There are a very large number of
different molecules: water consists of different molecules from air.
There are large molecules, small molecules, heavy molecules and
light molecules. Living things also consist of molecules. But
molecules themselves are not alive. You could compare molecules
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with building materials: bricks, beams, poles etc. Bricks, beams and
poles are in themselves simple things, but you can build very
complicated houses with them.
So about four million years ago a part of the earth’s surface
consisted of a kind of soup of water and molecules. All kinds of things
were happening in that soup. Some molecules reacted with each
other, while others instead broke up into smaller molecules, and so
on. At a certain moment a molecule was formed with an odd
characteristic: it was able to copy itself. If you put a molecule like that
in a saucepan containing the right ingredients, then that molecule
with react with those ingredients in such a way that more and more
copies of the molecule are produced. Such a molecule can be seen as a
primitive gene: it is its own manual.
One thing leads to another. Of course more and more of
those special molecules were produced: the things could copy
themselves, so there were soon very large quantities of them. In the
course of time the molecules became increasingly complex and
clustered together with other molecules – which, for instance, formed
a sort of protective jacket. Now you can speak of tiny mini-fragments
of life; so small that you can’t see them under a normal microscope.
After a few hundred million years real cells emerged – relatively
complex partnerships of particles that were themselves inanimate.
That’s how it happened, that step from nothing to single-cell
organisms. And that completes the story. From nothing eventually to
birds, poppies, people and bacteria. Who knows where it will end?
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What is life?
The inevitable question you may ask yourself is when exactly life
began. What exactly is life? Was that first molecule that could
reproduce itself life? Or did life not appear until the first single-cell
organism? It is sometimes said that life is characterised by its ability
to reproduce itself. In that sense that first molecule capable of
reproducing itself was the first life. But there are a few snags to that
view.
What about computer programmes that can copy
themselves? Are they alive too? Or mules? A mule is the offspring of a
stallion and a female donkey. Mules cannot normally reproduce. Are
mules not alive? Or a castrated man (who can no longer have
children) – is he no longer alive?
All very awkward. Perhaps you start by assuming a magic ingredient
that helps you draw a dividing line between animate and inanimate.
But there is no such magic ingredient. The terms ‘animate’ and
‘inanimate’ say more about the human way of classifying nature than
about nature itself. It’s certain that a rabbit is alive, and the vast
majority of people believe that bacteria are also alive. It’s equally
certain that a teaspoon of arbitrary molecules – corn oil, olive oil and
what have you, is not alive. And somewhere between that corn oil and
bacteria lies the transition from animate to inanimate. But where you
place the exact dividing line is arbitrary. Living beings do not have
some magic elixir of life flowing through their veins that
distinguishes them from the dead. The dividing line between animate
and inanimate belongs to human language, not to nature.
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Gazing into the crystal ball
No, it’s true that most of the world was not designed by some
engineer or other. Palm trees, sparrows and whales: they were all
produced by the stupid process of evolution. But that is certainly
changing. We make TVs, cars and motorways. In patches the world
has been intensively conceived and designed. But the process is
continuing still further, as nowadays we are designing plants and
animals too.
Ten thousand years ago people were already keeping pets,
and specially planted woods are as old as the road to Rome – man
has long left his stamp on plants and animals. Today, though, we can
even design creatures by means of what we call ‘genetic engineering’.
Genetic engineering is based on the idea that you can construct new
animals and plants by direct manipulation of their genes. You simply
change something in the text of the genetic manual ‘How to make a
cow’ and the result is a new sort of cow! A cow with a higher milk
yield, for instance, or a squarer-shaped cow that fits more easily into
a stall, you name it.
Perhaps in a little while we’ll also design people on the
genetic drawing board. If we select a baby that can ski well, then we
won’t have to pay for all those skiing lessons and the whole family can
whoosh down the mountain together.
Perhaps this goes a little against the grain with you, but
whichever way you look at it, people are already sometimes designed
to a certain extent. Older people who break a hip are given an
artificial one, and if you have cardiovascular problems, something
can be inserted in your body that governs the rhythm of your heart.
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In fact, it seems only logical that in a few years’ – or tens of
thousands of years’ – time man will be equipped with artificial bells
and whistles to make life more convenient, better or more fun. For
example, you’ll have a disk drive in your forehead and a minute
screen in your left eye.
Where it’s all leading to is of course pure crystal ball gazing –
and to be honest I’m quite certain that no one will ever be equipped
with slow and obsolete technology like a disk drive. Be that as it may,
the world is being increasingly designed and made by human beings.
Of course there’s absolutely nothing wrong with that. But it
does change a few things. It will become increasingly difficult for
people like me to show that plants and animals emerged by
themselves and were not designed: quite simply because the vast
majority of the plants and animals around us will actually have been
designed!
But even more is happening. Because what do you make of the
artificial pets that already exist? They can talk – or rather burble –
can feel when you stroke them and pester you when they need
attention. Real pets, but made of plastic, with a built-in computer and
polyester fur. Why shouldn’t evolution soon apply to these creatures
too?
In fact, the moment those creatures are capable of
reproducing we shall have reached that point. It doesn’t even seem to
me to be that difficult a task for toy manufacturers. All they have to
do is manage to make a toy pet able to build a copy of itself using
materials it can find close at hand. Who know what kinds of things
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will happen then. Perhaps there will be an epidemic of toy pets! And
imagine if those toy pets were edible – would vegetarians eat them?

In brief
☞ It’s hard to say who was the first human being: there is a
gradual transition from definitely-not-a-human-being to
definitely-a-human-being.
☞ Once – millions of years ago – single-cell organisms started
clustering into multi-cell organisms because it was
beneficial.
☞ You could say that that the first life consisted of very simple
molecules that were able to copy themselves.
☞ There is no elixir of life: the dividing line between animate
and inanimate is a creation of language, not nature.
☞ If artificial toy pets are able to reproduce, they might well
one day take over the earth.
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PART II

The Theory of Evolution
and Beyond…

Now comes the fun bit! The question is: what
significance can we attach to
evolution theory? What else
can this theory teach us?
We shall find the answer by means of
questions like: Can we become immortal?
How was cheese invented? Is homosexuality
natural? Can you break the law?
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The Abalone Champion

A thought experiment that illustrates
how evolution works – A strategy for beating
any world champion at any intellectual game

Abalone is a modern intellectual game for two people. You play it on
a board with circular recesses cut out of it and coloured marbles
resting in the recesses. You probably aren’t familiar with Abalone and
that’s precisely what makes it such fun: I can get you to play Abalone
so that you can beat everyone without even knowing the rules!
The marbles are white and black; each player has their own
colour. To begin with the marbles are arranged in a standard starting
formation on the board. You make a move by giving a ball in your
colour a shove in a particular direction. With this ball you can push
other balls ahead of you and even knock other balls off the board. The
aim of the game is to knock as many as possible of your opponent’s
balls off the board. It’s probably a little more complicated than that
(actually I can’t even play Abalone myself), but that’s no problem,
since you don’t even need to know the rules exactly in order to be able
to beat everyone.
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The passer-by who sees you playing brilliantly against the Abalone
world champion overlooks the huge mountain of boards: millions
and millions of boards on which you lost and which disappeared
from the scene.

You’re playing the Abalone world champion, and now comes the
trick: you’re allowed to try out a hundred different arbitrary moves.
You’re given a hundred boards and accompanying marbles. And a
hundred times in succession you move at random – not having a clue
about Abalone. Since you don’t know the rules of the game you’re
bound to make many moves that aren’t allowed. You immediately
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lose those games. The Abalone world champion replies to all moves
that are legal with a countermove. This world champion is probably
so good that you’ll lose on at least ninety boards; you put these
boards straight back in the cupboard. But on about ten boards you
hold on for another move. You now have another hundred possible
choices for each board – there are now a thousand boards staring you
in the face, but it’s all still perfectly manageable, since you just
muddle through a thousand times. A thousand arbitrary moves: you
push a ball to the left, a ball to the right and you haven’t a clue what
you’re doing. Yet of those thousand boards there probably a few on
which you aren’t completely slaughtered. And so the game continues:
each time you’re allowed a hundred arbitrary moves and of that
hundred one or two are always winners. All other games – in which
you make a poor or illegal move – are lost and those games
disappear.
At a certain moment someone comes past. He sees you
sitting opposite the world champion with three or so boards between
you – you’ve just removed all the boards on which you lost. Looking
at these three boards, the passer-by has the idea that you’re giving the
world champion a good run for his money: since he doesn’t see all the
thousands and thousands on which you lost. The passer-by asks you
how the game on one of the boards developed. You wrote down the
moves and repeat them for him. If the passer-by can play Abalone a
bit, he’s bound to recognise a few very smart moves of yours and will
imagine all kinds of strategic thinking in your play. He’ll think you’re
terrific at Abalone. At a certain moment he’ll ask: ‘Why did you push
those two marbles forward in the seventeenth move?’ What answer
are you supposed to give?
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You’ve no idea why you made that move; you moved at
random. By accident you made a good move that paid off – it’s almost
inevitable that you’ll make a move like that now and again; after all,
you’re making a hundred each time. So looking at the games that
‘survive’ – the games you haven’t lost yet – it looks as if you are a
good Abalone player, as if you think about the game and make certain
moves for a reason, though that’s not the case at all.
This strategy for playing Abalone is the strategy of evolution:
it’s a matter of mindlessly trying out lots of different things. If
something doesn’t work – like a bad move at Abalone or a bright- red
polar bear – it will automatically disappear. That way only what
works is left.
Probably further on in the game you’ll be able to answer the question
why that seventeenth move turned out to be a good one. Perhaps it
enabled you in your next move to push a whole string of your
opponent’s marbles off the board. But that isn’t the reason you made
the move. So you can give an honest answer to the question ‘Why do
you win the game with that one seventeenth move?’, but actually you
can’t give a meaningful answer to the question ‘Why did you make
that seventeenth move?’ A small but important difference! There is
the same difference with questions about white polar bears (and
other questions about useful characteristics of plants and animals).
You can say why the polar bear species remains white, but actually
you can’t really say why the polar bear is white: the polar bear
became white by chance, and it has stayed white because that proved
particularly useful.
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If you’re not careful, you can easily make the same mistake as
the passer-by who saw you playing Abalone. Imagine going one day
to a little country village. You talk to the people who live there, and it
strikes that most people you talk to were born and bred there. Most of
them are farmers who have taken over their parents’ business, are
very attached to tradition and don’t want to know about the big city.
You draw the conclusion that most people who are born in the village
will probably stay there and can’t be bothered with all that urban
nonsense.
But that conclusion is wrong. It may be that half the villagers
have emigrated to New York and become artists! But you don’t know
that because they are precisely the people you haven’t spoken to –
since they’re in New York.
The passer-by gained an incorrect impression of your
capacities as an Abalone player because he could see only part of the
picture: he saw only those games in which you played well.
You can easily make the same mistake if you look at nature
and see only those plants and animals that are so wonderfully
attuned to each other. We don’t see all the millions and millions and
millions of plants and animals that have not been successful, but have
long since become extinct. It sometimes seems as if there must be an
intelligent mechanism underlying all those wonderful organisms:
fragrant roses, stinking skunks, armoured tortoises, luminous deepsea fish, and so on and so on. But then you’re forgetting all those tryouts in nature that were not successful – armoured deep-sea fish,
stinking roses, luminous skunks and fragrant tortoises.
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In brief
☞ If you just bumble along in a rather stupid and arbitrary
way and all your failures are forgotten by everyone, you
make a very smart impression.
☞ Since millions and millions and millions of failed plants and
animals disappear off the face of the earth and only the
successful ones survive, it seems as if plants and animals
were invented by some intelligent power.
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Evolution Can’t Think

Useless and inconvenient characteristics
of plants and animals – The human fallacy
of looking for a reason behind everything – How cheese
was invented

As we’ve seen, evolution babbles on, and it all just happens. But it’s
not at all true that those plants and animals are constructed in the
cleverest possible way. Nature is full of awkward and stupid features,
partly due to evolution.

Useless and inconvenient characteristics of plants and
animals
Whales are actually rather stupidly constructed. A whale has its nose
on its back. That’s useful, because it means it doesn’t have to come
very far out of the water to be able to breathe. But what about the
whale’s airways? Of course the most convenient thing would be if
they went directly from the lungs to the nostrils on its back, in as
straight a line as possible. At least that’s how any engineer worth his
salt who had thought in advance about the design of the whale would
have done it. But that isn’t how the windpipe runs. A whale’s
windpipe runs from the lungs first to its mouth, then further forward
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to the front of its head and then bends upwards towards its back
before exiting at its nose. Pretty neat, but not really. The path of the
windpipe is the product of the evolutionary process: the nose of the
whale shifted step by step from the front of its head to its back. And
you can see the whole course of the process in the path of the
windpipe.
Evolution didn’t come up with the idea of having the whale’s
nose shift in stages to its back. Evolution can’t think. In a quite
arbitrary way different whales were (and still are) born – some with
their nose more towards the back, and others with their nose more
towards their abdomen. And those whales with their noses a teeny
weeny bit higher on their backs had a better chance of survival; and
ultimately they did survive.
There are many other examples of clumsiness in nature. What about
your coccyx? What can you do with it? Nothing! Fall on it, that’s all.
So why is that tailbone there? It’s the remains of a tail – an
evolutionary remnant. Man’s ancestors once had a tail. If you were
able to redesign a human being on the drawing board you’d leave that
tailbone out. But well, it’s not as simple as that.
Your appendix is another example. No use at all, an
appendix. Just a nuisance. Yet it’s there. Obviously evolution isn’t as
smart as all that.
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The whale’s nose moved step by step to its back – you can see this in
the course of its windpipe. But maybe a nose on the middle of its
back would be even handier; connected to the lungs with a short,
straight windpipe right through its back.

Not everything has a purpose
Most people probably think that a bent whale’s windpipe, a coccyx or
an appendix most likely has some kind of purpose. It’s difficult for us
to grasp that things happen that have no purpose and are good for
nothing. That’s probably because many things around us do have a
reason for existing. Take a car: we can understand the function of
every component. Probably we need the help of a mechanic to do so,
but basically every component of a car has a reason for existing. That
big round thing that you can turn enables you to steer, that little
screw there helps secure the exhaust and so on.
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Imagine that one day you’re sitting a new car. You take it out for
a spin – or you’re taken for a ride – and suddenly you see that a small
screw has been driven right through the bonnet. Naturally you
wonder what on earth the screw is doing there. The screw surely can’t
just be there for no good reason; surely it must be of some use?
I once had a similar experience with my bike. There was a
small gizmo sticking out of my rear fork. I hadn’t a clue what the
thing might be for. I couldn’t get it out of my mind: I couldn’t resign
myself to the thought that it might be there for no good reason. I only
discovered the reason when I saw a boy mending a puncture. He had
put the chain behind the gizmo to make it easier to get the back wheel
out of the fork. That was obviously the function of the gizmo.
Fortunately it wasn’t there for no good reason!
But in nature it isn’t the case that every little thing has a
function. What about the little groove under your nose? As far as I’m
aware the groove has no function. So why is it there? I’m sure I don’t
know. Perhaps the groove appeared because at the time it was useful
and evolution never got reached the point where it disappeared. But
even that need not be the case.
Imagine that a girl was once born who was unbelievably
clever. Because of her cleverness the girl could do all sorts of things
better than the rest: she was better at catching mammoths, she was
better at finding caves and she was better at getting people to do what
she wanted. Of course the girl was better able to survive and had lots
of children – who in turn were clever clogs. The girl became a
trendsetter for the whole of mankind. Except that… apart from her
intelligence the girl also had an odd groove under her nose – a weird
freak of nature. She experienced no advantage or disadvantage from
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that odd groove, but well, it was simply there. And the descendants of
that clever girl inherited not only her brains but also the groove
under her nose. And that’s why it’s possible for all of us to have a
groove under our noses without its being of any use.
Why do we need to sleep? It seems to be a mystery: there is
still no clear answer and many researchers are working on the
question of why sleep is necessary. Those researchers are starting
from the assumption that sleep must have some function – surely it
can’t just be for no good reason that almost all animals sleep? But
perhaps it is for nothing – that would at least explain why all those
researchers still haven’t found an answer. At many rate we do know
why animals don’t sleep the whole time: it’s because they need to
search for food, have sex and suchlike. And perhaps that gives us
enough of an answer and there’s nothing more to be said about it.

Other evolutions
Evolution may produce wonderful and ingenious things, but
sometimes it produces less ingenious ones. That isn’t a characteristic
unique to biological evolution; other evolutions too suffer from this
evil. A nice example is the development of computer operating
systems.
In the 1980s the software manufacturer Microsoft launched
the MS-DOS operating system. MS-DOS was a big success, despite
the fact that the programme was badly flawed and had all kinds of
bugs. For example, you could never run two programmes at a time
with it and you regularly had to switch the computer off and on again
because something had gone wrong. A large number of popular
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programmes – word processors, games – were set up so that they
could only be used with MS-DOS.
As a successor to MS-DOS the manufacturer launched
Windows 3.1; a kind of MS-DOS, but with icons you could click on
and so-called ‘windows’ in which you could work. A lot nicer.
Everyone who had MS-DOS was keen to buy Windows 3.1, but of
course only if their word processors and games continued to work.
That turned out to be possible only if the basis of the computer
remained the same – including all the problems. With Windows 3.1
you also had to turn your computer off and on regularly.
The problems of MS-DOS were perfectly soluble and so
Microsoft’s engineers could have produced a much better successor.
But games, word processors and so on would no longer have worked
with that successor – everyone would have had to ditch their
expensive word processors and games and buy new ones. That wasn’t
acceptable for most users. So the manufacturer opted to leave the
ramshackle basis of MS-DOS intact and build onto it. They had
virtually no other option: the choices that had been made in the
beginning couldn’t really be undone.
The same applied to the next successor, Windows 95. It was
ever nicer than Windows 3.1 and much nicer than MS-DOS. But
Windows 95 inherited some of the problems of the past. If you’d been
able to start all over from scratch, Windows 95 might have looked
very different. But you can’t start anew and you inherit the
advantages and disadvantages of your predecessors.
This story is actually typical of a great number of
technological evolutions. Imagine if one fine day some engineer
demonstrates that it would be much more convenient if train rails
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were ten centimetres wider. Surely the railway company wouldn’t
start replacing all its train rails? Far too much hassle and far too
expensive. We’re sometimes bound by past choices, even if those
choices sometimes prove inconvenient.
Imagine that in a hundred years’ time a very old computer with
Windows 95 is on display in a museum. The curator of the museum is
interested in the monster and starts studying it. He turns the
machine on and using some old manuals he learns how to use
Windows 95 and discovers the purpose of the programme. He
remains interested and at a certain moment embarks on an in-depth
study of Windows 95 and studies how the programme is set up. He
immerses himself in the system, studies various computer files and
sections of the programming language – but he understands less than
half of it. ‘Why on earth did programmers do this?’ he will frequently
wonder, pulling his hair out.
What he doesn’t know is that Windows 95 was set up on the
basis of MS-DOS . Only when you realise that there has been an
evolution from MS-DOS via Windows 3.1 to Windows 95, do certain
things become clear. The same applies to evolution in nature: a great
number of things seem very impractical – the whale’s windpipe, your
coccyx, a man’s nipples, your appendix. Those things are very
impractical, but there’s nothing strange about that when you consider
that there’s no ingenious engineer who’s thought everything out, but
that everything came about by itself through the unthinking process
of evolution, which in addition is scarcely capable of undoing
previously taken steps.
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The invention of cheese
You’re standing in your kitchen making a cheese sandwich. Cheese is
delicious, isn’t it? But actually it’s peculiar stuff. Have you ever
wondered who on earth came up with the idea of cheese? Cheese is
odd. You make it with fresh milk, to which you add some rennet.
Rennet is a liquid from a calf’s stomach. Rennet makes the milk
curdle; it turns into an unappetising mess that looks like sour milk
(with those thick white lumps). You put the lot through a fine sieve
and submerge the white curds left in the sieve in salt water. After a
while you have cheese.
Whoever thought up something as ridiculous as empting the
contents of a calf’s stomach into milk?
Someone was once the first person to empty a calf’s stomach
into a bucket or jug of milk. Do you think that person did that
deliberately with the intention of making cheese? Do you think he or
she thought, hmm, why don’t I empty this calf’s stomach into that
bucket of milk: if I do the milk will probably curdle and from the
curds I’ll make some firm yellow stuff that I’ll call cheese? No, it
definitely didn’t happen like that. Probably someone once dropped a
calf’s stomach into a bucket of milk by accident. And quite by
accident it turned out to be a brilliant move.
No one had the idea in advance that you could make
wonderful cheese by emptying a calf’s stomach into milk and no one
had the idea in advance that potatoes would be edible. People simply
tried it out. People tried all sorts of things. In the past people
undoubtedly ate tree bark, there were people who toasted beetles
over a fire and there were people who tried boiled hair. But most of
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those experiments lead to stomach ache, or worse still, kill you. Only
the successful experiments – cheese, potatoes and asparagus, for
example – made it onto the menu. Apart from that those experiments
show the harshness of existence: people had to try everything,
because otherwise they starved.
What have those foodstuffs got to do with the theory of evolution? It’s
not that complicated. We saw that cheese wasn’t thought up. No one
invented it. Cheese originated by accident, through a mishap or
something. Since it proved to be good to eat cheese is still with us and
nowadays we put in sandwiches. It works exactly the same way with
evolution. Evolution is a stupid, ‘unthinking’ process and plants and
animals are accidental experiments that survive if they turn out to
work.
In brief
☞ Plants and animals aren’t like cars: all the components of a
car have a use, while plants and animals are covered in
useless appendages and characteristics.
☞ It seems quite difficult for people to accept that the world is
full of useless things – perhaps that’s because the things
people themselves make are often (or seem) useful.
☞ Cheese wasn’t invented. Cheese originated through a twist
of fate and still exists because it tastes good in sandwiches.
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Limits to Possibilities

Why a dog can’t have offspring
with a chicken – Why there are no pitbull chickens
– Why Pegasus the winged horse
doesn’t exist

Can you still remember genes? Your genes are a kind of manual that
give a very precise picture of what you look like. About half your
genes come from your mother and the other half from your mother,
which is why you’re a bit like both of them.
You can imagine the offspring of a dog and a chicken looking
like a dog with feathers, or a chicken with teeth. But you’d be wrong:
a dog can’t have offspring with a chicken, and conversely a chicken
can’t have offspring with a dog. Why is that?

Why can’t a dog have offspring with a chicken?
Imagine you have two Boeing 747s, both with a very extensive
manual detailing how you build a Boeing 747. The two Boeings are of
a slightly different type and their manuals differ slightly. You want to
produce an offspring from the two aircraft. You take random pages
from one manual and from the other and combine them: pages 30 to
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33 of one manual, pages 34 and 35 of the other and so on. Two halfmanuals – which differ by only a few words – produce a new manual.
Armed with that new manual you head for the workshop and start
work. You open the manual and do exactly what it says on page 1.
When you’ve finished, you move on to page 2 and so on. If you have
enough time – and are handy enough – then in due course you’ll have
built a new Boeing 747. The offspring of the two you already had!
But what happens when you combine the manual of a Boeing 747
with the manual of an aerial advertising plane - or worse still, a
lawnmower? That will produce nonsense: an unusable manual.
Anyway, the two manuals aren’t of equal length, and page 33 of the
Boeing’s manual doesn’t tally at all with page 34 of the manual ‘How
to build your own aerial advertising plane’. The two manuals are too
different and don’t produce a meaningful mix. You can’t combine a
Boeing 747 with an advertising plane; they’re too different.
In the same way dogs and chickens are too different. If you
were to combine their genes it would produce gobbledygook. Chicken
genes and dog genes are not the same length and are too different.
That’s why chickens and dogs – and cats and horses, and poppies and
polar bears – can’t have offspring together.
As a general rule different species cannot have offspring
together. But actually it’s the other way round: if two plants or
animals cannot have offspring together – even if they live in close
proximity and have sex together – then they belong to different
species.
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Why are there no dogs with feathers?
OK, a dog can’t have offspring with a chicken. That’s been made clear.
But why are there absolutely no dogs with feathers, or chickens with
teeth – pitbull chickens? Why has a dog with feathers never yet been
born for no good reason?
When genes are copied things regularly go wrong; so why
shouldn’t a copying error occur that causes a dog gene to change into
a gene for a dog with feathers? It seems logical: after all, copying
errors are repeatedly made and as a result different plants and
animals are being constantly created.
But the chance of a dog with feathers being born is minute. It
might have happened if the dog gene had looked something like:
‘animal’, ‘quadruped’, ‘obedient’, ‘hair’, ‘answers to the name
of Rex’.
All you’d need to do would be to replace the word ‘hair’ with the word
‘feathers’ and the dog with feathers would be born. Such a copying
error could happen at some point – certainly if you realise that
millions and millions of copies are made. But dog genes are not as
simple as they are represented above. Dog genes are a lot more
extensive and precise. The hairs of a dog probably take up a whole
chapter of the manual – and probably a whole lot more scattered here
and there through the manual. And the same applies to feathers. In
order to make a dog with feathers all those pages must be changed
very precisely into pages describing feathers. Changes can only be
made word for word and apart from that arbitrarily; it’s almost
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impossible for the precise changes needed to give a dog feathers to
come about by pure chance.
Imagine if you were to replace all the words in this chapter by
arbitrary words; what chance is there that this new chapter will
correspond exactly with, say, your local telephone directory? Tiny,
tiny, tiny, really tiny! About as tiny as the chance of a dog with
feathers appearing.
A shame, but unfortunately we’re bound by the laws of evolution. A
dog with feathers may be a wonderful idea, but I don’t think it will
ever happen. And it’s just the same with Pegasus – the winged horse
that appears in Ancient Greek myths. Vertebrates have four limbs,
not six – so a horse with four legs and two wings is just out of the
question!

In brief
☞ A dog can’t have offspring with a chicken because dog genes
and chicken genes are too different: if you mix the two you
get gobbledygook.
☞ Evolutionary changes proceed step by step: the step from
four legs to four legs plus two wings is far too big. That’s
why no flying horse has yet been born.
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The Biological Copying Machine

How smart genes can be – We are all
copiers

The theory of evolution as originally formulated by Charles Darwin
was more or less as follows: if a plant or animal has a useful
characteristic that gives it a better chance of survival, that plant or
animal also has a better chance of producing offspring. The offspring
will often have the same characteristic and so in time the useful
characteristic may penetrate the whole species.
But it’s slightly more complicated than Charles Darwin
imagined it. Because what matters are not the survival chances of
individuals – plants or animals. What matters are the survival
chances of their genes.
Imagine some arbitrary animal – let’s take a crocodile, a female
crocodile – and imagine that the crocodile has a gene that gives it an
unbelievably intense desire for offspring. In highly simplified form
you could imagine that the crocodile has a gene containing the
message ‘desire for offspring’. Let’s call that the ‘desire-for-children
gene’ for a moment. That gene ensures that the crocodile is very keen
to have a great many offspring. And if it tries hard enough, it will
succeed.
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In itself the desire-for-children gene is not at all useful to the
crocodile: it doesn’t increase its chances of survival. It doesn’t make
her swim faster, make it smarter or its teeth bigger. On the contrary,
the desire-for-children gene is just a nuisance: it costs the crocodile a
great deal of time and energy to lay all those eggs, and in addition it
takes an effort to look after all her offspring (although in fact
crocodiles do scarcely any of that).
Yet – despite the fact that it is such a tiresome characteristic
– all crocodiles have a desire for children – and the accompanying
desire-for-children gene. That’s because it’s not the crocodile, but the
gene itself that matters. The desire-for-children gene may be very
inconvenient for the crocodile, but the desire-for-children gene is
very useful to itself! And that’s the trick. Because the desire-forchildren gene ensures that our crocodile has lots of children – more
children than crocodiles without the desire-for-children gene (if there
are any). Lots of those children inherit the desire-for-children gene,
and all of them have lots of children in their turn. And that means
even more desire-for-children genes. And it just goes on, until
practically every crocodile has the desire-for-children gene. The
desire-for-children gene ensures that it is reproduced. And such
genes – and accompanying characteristics are the winners in
evolution. Such genes survive.
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That poor crocodile mother is rushed off her feet. She must be careful
that he new-born crocodile offspring Head in the right direction!
Despite all the hassle – which is nothing but trouble for the crocodile
– all crocodiles want offspring.

Let’s do a thought experiment. Imagine a big factory floor, full of
copiers and a vast supply of paper. All the copiers are continuously
copying: behind each copier the paper is growing into great stacks. A
workman is walking around keeping an eye on things. Now and again
he takes a copy off a stack and exchanges the copy for the original in
an arbitrary copier: in this way the copier makes copies of copies (of
copies of copies, perhaps). When the workman has enough of the
great stacks of paper, he puts a batch into the paper container. And
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that goes on and on: the copiers go on working, now and then the
man swaps an original for a copy and now and then he throws a batch
of paper away.
But it’s very special paper, and they are very special copiers,
because the paper carries instructions for copiers. For example it may
say on the paper that the copier must make darker copiers, or that the
copiers must print twice actual size. The copiers understand those
instructions and carry them out to the letter.
Imagine that there happens to be a sheet of paper on one of
the copiers carrying the instruction to print twice as fast. The copier
obediently does what is asked of it and copies twice as fast as all the
other copiers. The copier rattles away and the stack of paper at this
copier grows twice as fast as elsewhere. The man comes by and takes
a copy here and there at random to exchange for some originals. Of
course he takes a copy from that one copier with the enormous pile of
copies, it’s such a big stack he can’t miss it. He exchanges the copy for
an original in another copier. This copier promptly starts spewing out
copies twice as fast too. And of course the next time the man comes
by the same thing happens and more and more copies start copying
twice as fast.
At a certain moment the man gets fed up with all those piles
of paper and drives a big bulldozer past the copiers and here and
there scoops up big stacks of paper. But the stacks at the super- fast
copiers are so big that parts of them remain: more copies are left at
the fast copiers than at the others.
If this continues like this for a while – swapping originals for
copies and throwing out redundant copies – all originals will
eventually have been replaced by a copy carrying the instruction to
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print twice as fast. All the copiers will copy faster. And all the sheets
of paper on the factory floor – all those piles of paper – will carry
exactly the same text: the instruction to print twice as fast.
A pretty useful sheet of paper. The sheet of paper ensured that the
copiers could be programmed in such a way that the sheet was
reproduced faster than other sheets. The crocodile’s desire-forchildren gene is exactly that kind of sheet. And the crocodile is the
copier. The desire-for-children gene programmes the crocodile in
such a way that the gene can be reproduced faster than other genes.
We – and other animals and plants – are exactly the same
kind of copiers and our genes are exactly the same kind of sheets of
paper. If a gene carries the instruction that benefits the reproduction
of the gene itself, it will reproduce itself faster than other genes. And
at a certain moment virtually all the animals in the species will posses
that gene.
The copier is absolutely unaware that it’s being programmed to copy
faster. The copier is a slave of the sheet of paper. You can even
imagine there is a sheet of paper carrying the text: ‘You must copy
twice as fast, you’re even going to like it and you don’t know you’re
my slave.’
Those sheets of paper are of course not really smart (as we
can be smart): the sheets are not aware of anything. If a sheet
happens to contain an instruction that benefits the reproduction of
the sheet, then all hell is let loose. Piles of paper will appear
containing precisely that instruction. The copiers will obediently do
what the instruction says – even if that is to the detriment of the
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copier itself. And perhaps the copiers even enjoy it; since they are
programmed to enjoy it.
I once ask my father why he wanted children. He told me that
one morning he woke up and knew: he wanted children. From that
morning on he could thing of nothing else: children, children,
children. ‘And…,’ he told me, ‘it’s the best thing there is. Children give
your life meaning.’ I can’t say for sure, but it seems rather as if my
father has been programmed by a very smart gene that says to him:
‘You’re going to want children at all costs and you’ll think it’s the best
thing there is.’

In brief
☞ Genes that increase the chance of their own reproduction
are winners in evolution.
☞ Plants, animals – and people too – are in a certain sense
biological copiers that are subordinated to their genes.
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Immortality

How we can become immortal –
Whether immortality exists – Why we
die – Immortal characteristics

Imagine if you were immortal: you’d never die. Would you like that,
living on for hundreds of years? Perhaps life gets very strange if you
know you’ll never die. Perhaps you’ll get very lazy because you can do
everything sometime in the future and you lie in for three weeks
instead of three hours. But whichever way you look at it, immortality
is very interesting to think about.
Developments in the medical sciences, for instance, have
helped extend human life expectancy considerably in recent years. A
few hundred years ago the life expectancy of the average European
was about thirty or forty years. At the beginning of the twentieth
century it was around fifty, and today the average European can
expect to live to about eighty. The idea that human beings will
eventually become immortal doesn’t seem that far-fetched.
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How can you become immortal?
There are various ways of becoming immortal. One is to hope that
medical science will find a cure for every disease. If that happens
you’ll no longer be able to die of AIDS, leprosy or some other dreadful
affliction. But you’ll still be stuck with the problem of ageing (and of
course you may get run over by a car). Despite the best efforts of
medical science, even the healthiest person probably won’t live to be
much older than 110. Medical science may yet solve this problem too,
but there is another way of becoming immortal.
Who are you? You’re the person reading this book at this moment.
The person with two arms, two legs and a nose. And also with that
characteristic eye colour, that typical hair that only you have and that
birthmark on your skin. But most of all you are the person with that
characteristic behaviour, the things you know and those typical
experiences: the school you went to, your first kiss, the bust-ups you
have. Those things in particular determine what you are.
If you lose a leg in a car accident, you still remain the same
person. Or imagine waking up and suddenly finding you’re two
metres tall and weigh 150 kilos. You’ll still be the same person!
Perhaps you’ll be a little happier or unhappier than before, but I don’t
think you’ll think you’ve become someone else. Your personality is
determined in large part by your behaviour, your experiences and
everything you’ve learned.
These kinds of things are hidden in your brain. Everything
you can remember and everything you’ve learned (and haven’t
forgotten) is hidden in some way in your head. The fact is that we still
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know very little about the brain, and so it’s not at all clear in what
way all those things are stored in your head – but that’s just a
marginal note.
Imagine that we could pump out your brains and store all the
information contained in them on a CD or suchlike. And now also
imagine we could pump the information from such a disk back into
someone else’s brain. Then you’d be immortal!
You could make a copy of yourself on a disk every day before
you went to sleep. And should you suddenly die, your friends and
family could use that disk to make a new ‘you’. Provided they can find
a volunteer prepared to exchange his or her personality for yours. A
disk serves as a kind of immortal soul.

Does immortality already exist?
If you wake up one morning and find you’re suddenly two metres tall
and weigh 150 kilos, you may feel pretty bad about it, but you’ll still
be the same person. But what about the other way round? Imagine
waking up one morning and no longer knowing your name, who the
hell you are or all the things you’ve experienced. You can’t even talk
anymore. Are you the same person? You could say you’re not; you
could say that the previous ‘you’ died in his or her sleep, and that a
new one was born when you woke. That may all sound very
philosophical and not very realistic, but such things certainly happen
for real.
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Squirrels, like so many animals, hibernate. When it gets
colder in autumn, they search for a snug place and fall asleep.
Squirrels only wake up when spring arrives a few months later. The
funny thing is that it can happen that a squirrel forgets almost
everything it knew before it began its hibernation. The squirrel is not
very aware of this: when it wakes up it can still run and climb. The
only problem is that it no longer knows, for instance, where it hid its
store of food – nuts, etcetera – for spring. Fortunately squirrels don’t
secrete those nuts in just one place, but divide them over a number of
hiding places, so that it can always find some of its store.
Is the squirrel after hibernation the same as the squirrel after
hibernation? I don’t know. I’m inclined to say that it’s the same
squirrel. It depends how you define it.
But what about creatures that are more stupid than squirrels?
Bacteria, for example, or plants? A plant doesn’t experience anything,
doesn’t need to learn anything from other plants and doesn’t know
how old it is. The only thing that changes during the life of a plant is
its size, but it doesn’t even notice that. To make a plant immortal,
you’ve absolutely no need to copy its brain onto a disk every day –
even if it had a brain. In fact all you have to do is make one disk
containing exact information on what kind of plant it is, and that’s
that. Should the plant die, you can simply make new one with the aid
of the disk – assuming all that is technological feasible.
And the nice thing is that a plant’s genes are exactly that kind
of disk! A plant’s genes constitute a precise manual detailing how the
plant is constructed – what more do you want? With the aid of the
genes you can reconstruct a plant in all its glory. Plants are
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immortal… you could argue. Look, I’m not actually claiming that
plants are really immortal, but I am claiming that the notion of
immortality is more complicated that it might seem at first sight.
There are people who are wild about old cars – I have two friends,
both of whom have wonderful Citroëns over twenty years old. You
can restore cars like that. You can take them apart and replace
everything that’s worn. You buy the parts new, get them from other
Citroëns, or if necessary have them made to order. You could say that
an old Citroën like that is immortal; you can go on restoring it, for
centuries if need be. The question is, though, whether the Citroën
that you’ve restored ten times is still the same one you first drove in.
The question whether plants are immortal is actually just as
tricky as the question whether a Citroën is immortal. It depends how
you look at it. The question whether we can become immortal is
connected with the question who we are – what exactly is it that has
to go on living to make us immortal?

Why do we die?
Why do we die actually? Can we understand why we die from the
perspective of evolution? In other words: are plants and animals that
die more successful in evolutionary terms than plants and animals
that go one living? I don’t believe that the usefulness of dying has
been demonstrated. But in terms of the theory of evolution it is
understandable why we don’t go on living.
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We saw in a previous chapter that those characteristics that are
good for producing descendants survive: genes that increase the
chance of their own reproduction are winners in evolution. Newly
born animals cannot yet have offspring. And older animals can no
longer have offspring either: older women, for example, enter the
menopause. After the menopause they are infertile. All plants and
animals have a limited period in which they are fertile and can
produce descendants. Characteristics that increase the chance of
survival before and during the period of fertility, automatically also
increase the chance of producing descendants. Only those animals
that can make it through their childhood have the opportunity to
reproduce. Tiger cubs can’t yet hunt for themselves and need their
mother’s help to get food. Only smart tiger cubs that can learn from
their mother how to catch a deer or an antelope have the chance to
grow up. Dumb tiger cubs die out.
Characteristics that benefit making it through childhood
persist. But what about the period of fertility? Why should an animal
that already has offspring go on living? A short period in which to
look after the young, find food for them, protect them and so on. But
at a certain moment that stops, at a certain moment the young are
fully grown and independent. And if on top of that an animal has
become infertile, why should it go on living? What is the benefit?
Why should a plant go on growing if has flowered and will never
flower again, and why should an animal stay alive if has already had
offspring and has become infertile? For no good reason. There is no
reason why such plants should die, but nor is there any reason why
they should go on living.
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Can you remember the super-chickens? Super-chickens were a lot
better at surviving than ordinary chickens. As a result a superchicken had a better chance of becoming full grown than an ordinary
chicken. And as a further result super-chickens were relatively better
at reproducing. Super-chickens dominated the species and at a
certain moment all chickens were super-chickens.
What about super-Granddad and super-Granny? SuperGranddad and super-Granny are quite ordinary people. Until they get
to about sixty – until then you can’t see at all that they are actually
super-Granddads and super-Grannies. Only at some time in their
sixties do their super characteristics manifest themselves. Suddenly
they are stronger than the average weight-lifter, they are very rarely
ill and have fantastic stamina. All super-useful characteristics.
Accordingly, super-Granddads and super-Grannies live on average
longer than ordinary Granddads and Grannies.
But those wonderful super-Granddad and super-Granny
characteristics do not give them a greater chance of looking after the
next generation: they have already had children, super-Granny can’t
have any more children and super-Granddad is no longer that keen.
The wonderful characteristics of super-Granddad and superGranny have absolutely no effect on the ability to have children and
transmitting their super-characteristics to the next generation. Of
course the children of super-Granddad and super-Granny will in turn
become super-Granddads and super-Grannies, but super-Granddads
and super-Grannies will not have more children or children that are
better able to reproduce than others. However wonderful superGranddads and Grannies may be, they will not have an indelible
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effect on the next generation, the way that super-chickens did! SuperGranddads and super-Grannies are not trendsetters.
From an evolutionary point of view super-Granddads and
Grannies have no benefit or disadvantage. And it’s exactly the same
with immortal Granddads and Grannies. If an immortality gene
existed, that gene would not encourage its own reproduction.
Immortality is not in itself a characteristic that consolidates itself in
succeeding generations. Consequently it’s quite logical that we should
die: from an evolutionary point of view what happens to us after we
have had and brought up children is quite arbitrary.

In brief
☞ You can become immortal by making a copy of your brain
every day – provided the technology exists to transfer that
copy into another body.
☞ The question whether you can become immortal is related to
the question who you are – what exactly is it that must
survive for you to be immortal?
☞ Immortal creatures have absolutely no evolutionary
advantage over mortal ones.
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Sex

Why so many animals are so horny –
Female v. male sexuality –
Sex and species – Homosexuality

Turn on the TV, look at a commercial and you’ll see sex. A macho guy
who has to fight the women off after using a certain brand of
aftershave, a downy soft piece of toilet paper that disappears all too
obviously between a woman’s legs. We talk about sex, magazines
write about sex, people go in for sex. Sex is important.
For plants and animals sex is at least as important as it is for
us. Ever seen a sexually aroused stallion? In that state it has only one
thing on its mind and will do almost anything to get it. And there are
countless other examples of plants and animals whose lives are
dominated by sex. A nice example is the brown broad-footed
marsupial mouse – a small mouse that lives in Australia.
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Male brown broad-footed marsupial mice don’t always have an easy
time of it.

Horny Animals
When a male brown broad-footed marsupial mouse is about a year
old it develops a huge scrotum. It makes up a quarter of the mouse’s
entire body weight; for the average human male the scrotum would
weigh about twenty kilos – that is, the weight of a broadband TV set
in your crotch! For about two weeks the male with the gigantic
scrotum has sex till he drops; he mates with every female he can and
just can’t get enough. Till his testicles are empty and he dies. To have
a great two-week orgy, and then die of exhaustion, what a life! Those
male brown broad-footed marsupial mice never live longer than a
year. But the females live on unperturbed. They give birth to their
young and rear them.
The brown broad-footed marsupial mouse may be a very
extreme case, but nature is teeming with examples of horny males:
spiders that risk being devoured by the females they approach (and
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still try!), rutting stags that fight with their antlers for possession of a
female (and incur the most dreadful injuries), and so on.
There is a variety of bamboo that flowers once every 120
years and dies immediately after. Flowering is plant sex: you
remember about the birds and the bees? For the bamboo that means
saving up for 120 years to have sex once. But obviously it’s worth it –
otherwise the bamboo wouldn’t have bothered.
In short, sex plays a fairly crucial role in nature. Is that a
strange fact about nature as we know it? Could it have been different?
Could animals have been less horny? No, the fact that animals and
plants are so horny is an irrevocable consequence of the principles of
evolution. Extraterrestrial beings, from Mars or some other science
fiction location, will be just as horny. At least if evolution operates on
Mars too, and if those beings also go in for sexual reproduction.
This is how it happens: because in nature (1) life is hard for
all plants and animals – it means that only the superheroes among
the plants and animals survive – (2) there is sexual reproduction –
that is, sex – only those plants and animals that are superheroes in
sex will survive.
Imagine a species of animal that is not so horny and finds that all that
reproduction stuff pretty unimportant; they lie in the grass a bit, eat a
bite or two and are quite content. If these animals had lived a
thousand years or so ago they would probably have died out by now.
After all, they’ve scarcely reproduced! That doesn’t mean that it’s
wrong to lie in the grass, have a bite to eat and let sex pass you by; it
just means that if you just lie in the grass and don’t go in for sex, you
won’t have many children. But that stands to reason.
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Elephant fatale
And what about the females? Females are less horny in general, but
that doesn’t mean they’re passive. Because females may not go out of
their way to pull every male in sight, but they do try very hard to
secure the best male.
Female elephants are a nice example. Elephants live in herds.
When a female is on heat and wants sex, there are plenty of willing
males on hand. The female flirts a little and the males respond
immediately – they’re up for it. But only one of them can have sex.
The female challenges the males a little, flirts a little more, eggs them
on a bit. It’s quite a performance. And as a result of all those
challenges the males start fighting – over the female. That’s easily
understandable from the males’ point of view: because they all want
to and only one of them can. But why does the female lead the males
on so – how does it benefit her?
By egging on the males and provoking them to fight, she can
find out which of the males is strongest. That is the male she chooses
to be the father of her calf. It’s highly likely that the calf of the strong
male will itself also be a strong calf! A strong calf has a better chance
of survival and of having offspring of its own in turn, so by choosing
the strongest male the female increases the chances of the calf
surviving and her genes being transmitted to subsequent generations.
The female elephant is of course completely unaware of these
tactics. She just does what she has to do. But the genes on which her
behaviour is based increase the chance of their being transmitted to
the next generation. It isn’t at all the case that the female elephant is
keen to reproduce – as if she could care about new generations of
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elephants. No, the simple truth is that the female’s behaviour
increases the chance of descendants. And as a result that behaviour
persists.
Can you remember the thought experiment with the copiers? The
copiers were programmed by the originals in each copier. An original
bearing the instruction to copy twice as fast ensured that it was
copied twice as fast as other originals. And it was not long before all
the copiers copied twice as fast and all copied the same original. A
gene that ensures that a female elephant eggs on males is exactly like
a sheet of paper on a copier: it increases the chance of its own
reproduction and hence persists.

The adman
You see behaviour like that of the female elephant in many places in
nature. Female birds, female fish all try to catch the best male. They
do, though, all have different ways of determining the quality of a
male. Female birds, for instance, pay attention to the male’s feathers.
The more intense the colours, the better the male. Now of course
females are not mainly interested in the colour of a male’s
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Imagine that a thousand years ago there lived a group of
exceptional bears. They didn’t find sex that important:
they lay about relaxing in the grass and were happy
about everything (unlike
the rest of their
species)...

Today those exceptional bears no longer exist: because they didn’t
reproduce, while the others did. Is it any wonder that the world is
full of horny bears?
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feathers. Whether the male can fly a bit, catch food for the chicks and
can build a nest, are much more important characteristics – those are
at least some good to her. But well, she has to do something; how in
heaven’s name is she supposed to tell in advance whether the male
can build a good nest? No chance of any workplace observation. So
she might as well go by his feathers.
The male that can build the most amazing nests, fly from
here to Tokyo, but looks awful, is out of luck – no female for him.
Even in nature the motto holds: advertising pays off. The male that
advertises himself best has a better chance of reproducing than the
male with excellent qualities but a poor advertising campaign.

Man versus woman
There is a very widespread difference between female and male
behaviour where sex is concerned. Males do their best to secure as
many female mates as possible and females do their best to secure
the best male. You see this behaviour pattern in many animal species,
and in fact it’s only logical.
One very important difference between males and females is
that males produce sperm and women eggs. In general men produce
far more sperm than women have eggs. The males can scatter their
sperm as if there’s no tomorrow, while the females must be frugal.
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That is a great inequality between males and females, with very
logical consequences.
If you can only use your eggs once – and are subsequently
pregnant and infertile for nine months, your eggs are used up, or the
mating season is over – you want to be very careful with those eggs.
Only the very best sperm can fertilise your eggs. But if you don’t
suffer from a shortage, you’ve no need to be so picky: fertilise as
many eggs as possible is the motto.
Does that apply to humans too? Do men also want as much
sex as possible and do women only want sex with the best men? It
does rather seem so. Imagine talking to a man in the street at random
and asking him which of the first ten women that pass by he would
like to go to bed with. Repeat that a few times with different guys and
make a mental note of how many women the men choose on average.
And now do the same for arbitrary women in the street: you ask them
how many arbitrary male passers-by they would like to have sex with.
I guarantee that women choose on average fewer men than vice
versa. Try it. In all probability the experiment will confirm the male
strategy: fertilising as many females as possible.

Homosexuality
Some people maintain that homosexuality is unnatural. I wonder
what they mean by that. Not that it doesn’t occur in nature, because
homosexuality certainly is found in nature. We are all part of ‘nature’
and there are lots of homosexuals among human beings. Apart from
that there are also homosexual horses, cows and other animals.
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Perhaps by ‘unnatural’ they mean ‘less common’? Probably not: it’s
true that homosexuality is less frequent than its opposite,
heterosexuality, but blond hair is also less frequent than dark and I
don’t think anyone will find blond hair unnatural. For that matter,
even mammals would be unnatural by that token, since there are
infinitely more insects and bacteria than mammals.
No, people who maintain that homosexuality is unnatural
probably mean that homosexuality runs counter to nature’s
intentions. Those people probably say that because certain things
seem to fit better for heterosexuals than for homosexuals: a penis fits
into a vagina, while a vagina doesn’t fit into a vagina and penis
definitely doesn’t fit into another penis. To link to this the conclusion
that one is meant to be and the other isn’t, is another typical example
of the tendency to find a design underlying everything at all costs. But
people aren’t designed the way cars are designed, and it wasn’t
planned in advance that penises and vaginas should fit neatly
together.
It was not the intention that the overwhelming majority of
animals and humans should be heterosexual. It’s a result, a result of
the fact that heterosexuals can reproduce and homosexuals can’t – or
anyway with much more difficulty.
Some zebras are born with fifty stripes and some with sixty,
some polar bears are born white and some light-brown, some people
are born with blue eyes and some with brown, some people are born
hetero and some gay – without any intention. The only thing is that
when a characteristic increases the chances of reproduction, it is
almost certain that that in the course of time a large proportion of the
species will adopt that characteristic. And vice versa – if a
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characteristic reduces the chance of reproduction, that characteristic
will not penetrate the majority of the species. And whichever way you
look at it, homosexuality definitely doesn’t increase the chance of
reproduction. But that’s all there is against it; homosexuality is not in
any way unnatural and does not conflict with any intention
whatsoever. The point is that there is no such intention.
In this chapter we have seen the concept ‘natural’ cross our
field of vision: an interesting concept. Environmental campaigners
lobby for ‘natural diversity’ – the fact that different kinds of plants
should grow in the fields, that there should be different kinds of
butterfly fluttering about and that kind of stuff. But something along
the lines of ‘old-fashioned diversity’ covers the case better. The
environmental campaigners aren’t the least concerned whether
nature is natural. No, they are concerned that nature should be nice:
with lots of different plants and animals, with an occasional
sunflower and a struggling coot in the ditch – like a kind of open-air
museum. It’s not written anywhere that diversity is natural: if a
diversity of plants and animals is able to survive there will be
diversity, and if only one species is able to survive that will be boring.
No more, no less.

Sex and species
A frequently heard misapprehension is that plants and animals live
and have sex in order to reproduce – as if that were an end in itself.
As if the stallion wanted to reproduce itself and maintain the horse
species. A stallion on heat really isn’t bothered about subsequent
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generations. Horny species of animal are simply the only species that
survive – without aim and without reason. That’s simply how it is,
and it cannot be any other way.
It’s not: ‘Plants and animals reproduce in order to maintain
their species,’ but ‘The only animal and plant species that survive are
those whose members reproduce.’ And you may think that all this
makes little difference and is just hair-splitting, but we shall see that
that tiny shift may well make a lot of difference. Let’s look closely at
the difference between the two sentences. But first let’s clarify what
we mean by ‘why’, ‘purposes’ and things that ‘are meant to be’
something.
A fire engine is meant to be red. Why? Because it has a purpose,
which is to make the fire engine stand out in traffic (I admit it: a fire
engine could just as well have been orange or pink). A fire engine is
red because it must stand out in traffic. Fire engines shouldn’t be
dark-blue.
Now we have the following sentence: ‘Animals reproduce in
order to maintain the species.’ Place that sentence alongside ‘Fire
engines are red in order to stand out in traffic.’
Animals reproduce

in order to

maintain the species.

Fire engines are red

in order to

stand out in traffic.

The part of the sentence to the right of the phrase ‘in order to’ is an
aim – the aim that must be pursued. People pursue the aim of
making fire engines stand out in traffic. How do they pursue it? By
doing what is to the left of the phrase ‘in order to’: vehicle
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manufacturers ensure that fire engines stand out in traffic by
spraying them red.
If we look at the first of the two sentences above, we see that
it is an aim that the species should be maintained. Reproduction is in
accord with that aim – reproduction is meant to be. The phrase
means that animals are intended to reproduce.
So when you say ‘Animals reproduce in order to maintain the
species’ you mean indirectly that the intention is that the species
should be maintained. So you are in fact saying ‘Animals are meant to
reproduce!’ That’s rather dubious; are humans meant to reproduce
too? Are childless families at fault? It seems to follow logically from
that single sentence.
You see where a sentence like that can take you. It’s just that
the sentence is wrong (just as well). The sentence should read ‘The
only animal species that survive are those whose members
reproduce.’ A small difference with major consequences; because it
doesn’t follow at all from the second sentence that childless families
are not meant to be. So the subtle difference between the two
sentences is not just hot air; it can affect the way you think about
everyday matters.
In nature many organisms reproduce through sex (that is particularly
true of animals we can see, such as mammals, birds and fishes. There
are other organisms, like bacteria and some insects, which reproduce
asexually). Those who reproduce are the trendsetters in nature: is it
any wonder that the world is teeming with horny animals? The
horniest animal reproduces! And is it any wonder that sex plays such
a big part in human life?
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Human beings are in a special position in that they can throw
off nature’s yoke: birth control is one way of doing this, although it is
not advocated by the pope. God said ‘Go forth and multiply’ to Adam
and Eve when He gave them Paradise. That’s what the Bible says.
Very direct advice to make sure they reproduce abundantly. Advice
that here and there is still taken to heart: it’s no accident that the
pope should forbid condoms. Go forth and multiply – forget about
birth control, let’s have birth promotion.
A smart strategy of the pope’s. It’s in his interest that the
Catholic Church should do as well as possible – after all, that’s why
he’s pope. And the more people in the church, the better it will be. Of
course all those Catholic children - when they grow up – will in turn
have Catholic children. There’s no more practical way of keeping the
numbers of churchgoers up to scratch. The pope would be shooting
himself in the foot if he were to preach birth control – it would be to
the detriment of his worldwide flock.
Of course we can ignore the pope’s message and practice birth
control. More than that, we can in principle decide to reproduce
exclusively henceforth by means of test-tube fertilisation. Imagine if
that decision were ever taken. (You never know: it’s already
happening in some sci-fi films.) In that case perhaps the social role of
sex will disappear. Perhaps people will no longer watch porn and all
that naked flesh will disappear from TV commercials. Probably
something else will take its place. Who knows but in that sci-fi society
you’ll only be allowed to go in for test-tube reproduction if you have
the right political friends. That might then result in there being more
politically talented people in that society.
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In brief
☞ The world is teeming with horny animals because of the fact
that the horniest animals are best at reproducing.
☞ Males – with their unlimited supply of sperm – display
different behaviour patterns from females, who have to be
frugal with their eggs. But the behaviour of both males and
females is governed by the transmission of genes.
☞ Homosexuality is not unnatural. It’s just that from an
evolutionary perspective homosexuality is less successful
than heterosexuality, for the simple reason that
homosexuals don’t go in for reproduction.
☞ It is not true that that animals and plants reproduce in
order to maintain the species. It’s simply that the only plant
and animal species that survive are those that go in for
reproduction.
☞ It is not in the interest of the individual horse that the horse
species should survive.
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Family Ties
Why you love you brothers and sisters –
Parent-children relationships – How to
reproduce without having children

For almost everyone all over the world family is something special –
even more special than one’s best friends. You can count on your
family. Your brother and sister will always be your brother and sister
and even after the most terrible fight it usually all comes right again.
And however outrageously you’ve behaved, your parents will support
you through thick and thin.
Indeed, all over the world family relations have official
status. In many countries, for instance, children have an automatic
legal right to inherit the effects of their deceased parents: not the
parents’ best friends, but the children.
Why is that? Why is it that there is such a special tie between
family members? On the one hand of course it’s because you have a
very intense lifelong relationship with a number of members of your
family: for the first years of your life you live with your brothers and
sisters, and your parents know you better than anyone else. No
friendship can compete with that. But there’s another fundamental
difference between friends and family: you definitely have genes in
common with your family.
The genes in your body come half from your mother and half
from your father. The genes of your brothers and sisters come from
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the same father and the same mother – that’s what makes them
brothers and sisters. So it stands to reason that you share a lot of
genes with your brothers and sisters – that’s why you look so alike.
And the same applies – to a lesser extent – your cousins. A cousin
shares one Granddad and one Granny with you and you’ve both
inherited a number of genes from that same Granddad and Granny.
And probably without your realising it, this fact has a great effect on
relations between family members.

The help-your-brothers-and-sisters-gene
Just imagine that you have a gene carrying the instruction ‘help your
brothers and sisters’. (There isn’t really any such gene, since genes
are a little more complex in structure than that, but let’s pretend for a
moment and it won’t affect the argument.) The gene ensures that you
are very loyal to your family and actually do regularly help out your
brothers and sisters. And now imagine that at a certain moment you
get into the following difficult situation: two brothers and two sisters
are in the water and are about to drown. You can help them by
jumping in, but there’s a good chance that you’ll drown yourself.
What will you do? You have the help-your-brothers-and-sisters gene
and so you jump in the water; it’s just the way you’re made. You
actually do save your family, but unfortunately you yourself drown.
That’s not much of an outcome – what a lousy gene! That gene – and
the resulting helpful behaviour – doesn’t benefit your survival. It can
even kill you. We know that evolution ensures that
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You jump in the water to rescue two brothers and two sisters. Two
of them – like you – have the help-your-brothers-and-sisters gene
(they are indicated with a “B” – standing for “Brothers and
sisters”). You drown. Still, that means a net gain of one for a helpyour-brothers-and-sisters gene.

characteristics persist if they are useful for survival. So it’s to be
expected that through evolution the help-your-brothers-and-sisters
gene will vanish off the face of the earth. But nothing could be further
from the truth.
Because… while one help-your-brothers-and-sisters gene
(yours) may have been lost in rescuing your brothers and sisters, two
have been gained! And that’s because a number of your brothers and
sisters probably also have a help-your-brothers-and-sisters gene too.
Because your brothers and sisters have received their genes
from the same parents as you, you therefore share about fifty per cent
of the same genes. The expectation is that about two brothers and
sisters will like you pursue a help-your-brothers-and-sisters way of
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life. So your heroic act produced a net increase in the number of
brother- and-sister-helpers: if you hadn’t jumped in, two would have
been lost, and because you did jump only one was lost – a net gain of
one help-your-brothers-and-sisters gene. In that way the help-yourbrothers-and-sisters characteristic is a characteristic that persists.
You may not survive, but the characteristic itself will. So, on the basis
of evolutionary theory it’s understandable that many people will be
keener to help their brothers and sisters than to help others.
There are, however, a few snags attaching to the help-yourbrothers-and-sisters gene. For example, the gene only works if you
can distinguish your brothers and sisters from others. With human
beings, you can, but many animals can’t tell their family members
from random passers-by. So for those kinds of animals the
help-your-brothers-and-sisters scenario doesn’t apply. Animals
like that will treat their family members in exactly the same way as
strangers.
The reason that the help-your-brothers-and-sisters characteristic
persists is the same reason that makes stallions stay horny. The
horniness of stallions is a characteristic that – in part at least – is
determined genetically. Greatly simplified, you could imagine that
there is a gene carrying the information ‘horny’. The gene ensures
that the stallion reproduces often; and as a result the ‘horny gene’ will
also occur in many descendants. Horniness is a characteristic that
persists and even reinforces itself: one horny gene in one generation
ensures a number of horny genes in the next generation, and so on.
Of course characteristics like horniness, which persist or reinforce
themselves, are difficult to eradicate.
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Think of the story about the copiers that were programmed
by a sheet of paper to copy twice as fast as other copiers. The sheet
was copied twice as fast as other sheets and was an invincible sheet.
And exactly the same applies to the help-your-brothers-and-sisters
gene: another gene that ensures that it is reproduced more frequently
than other genes and is therefore an invincible winner in evolution.
And that is part of the explanation why so many animals and people
have such a close bond with their brothers and sisters. Naturally a lot
of other factors are involved; you know your brothers and sisters
longer than anyone else and you’re brought up in more or less the
same way. Those are also all things that ensure a strong bond
between you – like evolutionary mechanisms.

Honey, I ate the kids
Imagine you’re a bit older. You start a relationship with someone who
already has a daughter from a previous relationship. The daughter is
a very sweet little girl, but she occasionally whines. Would you accept
that? Do you take as much from her as from a biological daughter of
yours? And would you give your stepdaughter as much attention and
help her as nicely with her homework? Do you love your stepchildren
as much as your own children? Perhaps you do? But the average
person doesn’t. The average person cares more for his or her own
children than for someone else’s. That is shown by research… and
also by fairy tales.
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We all know the story of Cinderella and her wicked
stepmother. In that fairy tale the mother loves her own daughters
more than sweet Cinderella, whom she constantly humiliates. The
fairy tale is extreme, but it contains a core of truth: people clearly
care less for their stepchildren than for their biological children. But
even more extreme things happen, perhaps not with people, but, for
example, with lions.
Lions live in groups, or prides, of between ten and fifteen
animals. Such groups consist of a number of adult females, one adult
male and a number of cubs. The male is the father of all those lion
cubs. Now it can happen that the male is challenged by another,
younger male keen to usurp the luxurious position of the older male.
Should the younger male succeed in ousting his older rival, one of the
first things he does is to eat the youngest lion cubs. Cinderella’s
stepmother didn’t go that far – she at least let her stepdaughter live.
The lion’s behaviour is perfectly understandable. As long as a
female lion has a cub that needs suckling, she cannot have any new
young. But as soon as the suckling stops, she’s immediately ready for
new babies. So if the new male kills all the young cubs that need to be
suckled, he can immediately set about producing descendants with
their mothers. The male has two choices. One: he allows the cubs to
live and waits till they are older and no longer need suckling (but that
may take a few months) or two: he kills the cubs and immediately
makes their mothers pregnant again.
He goes for option two. It simply guarantees the largest
number descendants for the male lion. Not that the lion is conscious
of this – the behaviour pattern is ingrained in him because it’s the
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most successful one. It may make you gulp for a second, but the
whole structure is extremely simple.
The only behaviour pattern that persists is the one that is
best at surviving – no more, no less. And family relations are also
subordinated to this principle, with all animals, not just lions.
Perhaps it’s rather clearer with lions than with other animal species,
but the same thing applies everywhere: family relationships emerge –
spontaneously, through the process of evolution – in such a way that
it gives family members an advantage in spreading their genes.
It is a very general pattern in nature that animals care more for their
own offspring than for the offspring of others: and in evolutionary
terms that is quite logical. But it turns out that human beings exhibit
the same behaviour: people love their own children more than, for
example, their stepchildren. Why on earth is that so? What could be a
logical reason for favouring your own offspring? There is no such
reason! The only reason is a biological one – as applies to animals
like lions, etc. – but obviously we still have a touch of the animal in us
and don’t think logically at all.

Reproduction without children
You want to pass on your genes to the next generation. So what do
you do? Have children. But that’s not really necessary. You can also
pass on your genes to the next generation without having children. So
how? By having brothers and sisters instead of children. Genetically
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your brothers and sisters are as much like you as your children –
should you have them.
Your brothers and sisters resemble you genetically – because
of the fact that your genes all come from the same father and mother.
So by constantly pestering and persuading your parents to have
another child you ensure that more of your sort of genes come into
the world. In fact in that way you are passing on genes via your
parents. In the case of human beings, brothers and sisters resemble
each other as closely as parents and children. That’s why one extra
brother or sister is as useful as one child of your own.
But it becomes even more interesting when you have more in
common genetically with your brothers and sisters than with your
own children. That happens only very exceptionally in nature – in
some bees, for example. Bees live in a so-called swarm comprising
tens of thousands of bees. The swarm consists overwhelmingly of
females. There are scarcely any males and they also play only a minor
role in bee society. And those females have more in common from a
genetic point of view with their sisters than with their children, if they
were to have them. Because they don’t in fact have them.
A female bee can pass on her genes far better by looking after
her mother well, wrapping her in cotton wool and prevailing upon
her to produce more sisters. And that is precisely what bees do: all
the bees in a swarm focus their lives on their mother. More than that;
there is only one mother in the whole swarm – the queen. All the
females are sisters and their lives are dominated by caring for this
one queen, their common mother.
Funny, isn’t it, that family ties between bees depend on that
one exceptional characteristic that bee sisters resemble each more
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than do bee mothers and their children. That brings us straight to the
heart of this story: family ties originate as the result of biological
circumstances. Family ties originate in such a way – and
spontaneously, through the process of evolution – that it gives family
members an advantage in spreading their genes.

In brief
☞ There is a fundamental difference between friends and
family: you definitely have genes in common with your
family.
☞ You can pass on your genes in various ways: by having
children, but also by helping your family, or by having
brothers and sisters.
☞ The fact that relationships in a family (of animals) are
structured in a particular way is a result of the fact that
family members definitely have genes in common.
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Cultural Evolution
That you mustn’t focus on genes to the
exclusion of everything else – The evolution
of ideas – Survival of the fittest

Can you still remember the female crocodile from a few chapters
back? She had a gene that gave her an incredibly powerful desire for
offspring: a ‘desire for offspring’ gene. That gene was very useful in
the sense that it furthered its own reproduction: as a result of that
desire-for-children gene that female crocodile had lots of offspring
and many of those offspring in turn had lots of offspring, and desirefor-children genes. And so on.
But do such genes – desire-for-children genes – actually
exist? We don’t know, and in fact I don’t believe that a real desire-forchildren gene exists. The thing is that genes are much more detailed:
a gene doesn’t say ‘desire for offspring’. A gene, for example, says
something along the lines of ‘this substance must be made if that
substance is also made’.
Indirectly, in all kinds of roundabout ways, such a substance may
have a positive or negative effect on the desire for offspring. If that is
the case, such a gene will say indirectly: ‘If such and such conditions
are met, there’ll be a tad more desire for offspring.’ And that’s
enough: in that case the gene is reinforcing its own reproduction.
Because it’s just like arm wrestling: if one contestant is a wee bit
stronger than the other, he’ll win. If a gene has a tiny positive effect
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on its own reproduction, it will be the winner and outshine other
genes.
An example. Suppose you have a savings account with a
hundred euros in it. On your savings you receive minimum interest of
a tenth of one per cent. That’s really very little, because normally you
earn at least a few per cent interest on a savings account, don’t you?
After one year interest of ten cents is paid into your account – put out
the flags! But after about two thousand years you’ll have a thousand
euros in your account; ten times as much as you started with. And if
you wait a bit longer – about nine thousand years in all – you’ll
actually be a millionaire! A long wait, but still…
If you were to get a little less interest, the story would be very
different. Suppose you receive negative interest of a tenth of one per
cent. The value of your savings will decrease very slowly. But still fast
enough for there to be precisely one cent of your savings left after a
wait of nine thousand years. The difference between a millionaire and
a poor sucker is caused by a miniscule difference in interest.
And that’s how it works with those genes: a gene with a
minimum positive effect on its own reproduction will survive at the
expense of genes that have such an effect to a slightly lesser extent.

Another female crocodile
A female crocodile with a desire-for-children gene will have lots of
offspring. In this way the desire-for-children gene will multiply as an
unstoppable tidal wave from generation to generation. But don’t
focus on genes to the exclusion of everything else: you can also think
up a variant of the story in which genes play no part at all.
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Imagine a female crocodile that gets a very odd idea – she’s a
female crocodile without the desire-for-children gene. She conceives
the notion that it’s very important to have offspring. Of course she
has offspring herself. And she teaches those offspring two things.
One: that it’s vitally important to have offspring. And two: that they
must teach their offspring the same in turn. The crocodile has wellbehaved offspring that take their mother’s teaching thoroughly to
heart. Each of them retains the message: ‘It’s important to have
offspring.’ And each of them has lots of children.
They’ve taken the second lesson properly to heart too: they
teach their offspring – the grandchildren of the first crocodile – to
have lots of offspring too. In addition they teach their children to
uphold the family tradition. And so it goes on.
The first crocodile – the female crocodile with that odd idea
– acquires a large assortment of children and grandchildren. And
those children and grandchildren in turn all have lots of children and
grandchildren, because they have all adopted that odd notion of their
Granny’s; the notion that it’s good to have children. And very rapidly
the notion conquers the whole of the crocodile species. Quite simply
because crocodiles without that notion have less offspring.
Exactly the same thing happens to the female crocodile with
the notion as happens to the female crocodile with the desire-forchildren gene. But in the second crocodile story the desire-foroffspring characteristic is not inherited through genes, but through
passing the word: from mother to daughter and son.
Actually the theory of evolution says nothing at all about genes.
The theory of evolution definitely doesn’t say that everything is
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genetically determined. Evolutionary theory says that things that are
better able to reproduce will survive. It doesn’t matter if that
reproduction takes place by means of genes, word-of-mouth or in
some other way.

The evolution of ideas
Evolution has three major ingredients: (1) different organisms are
born at random; (2) there is fierce competition between organisms;
(3) there is a mechanism for heredity that ensures that characteristics
can be passed on from parent to child.
That heredity may operate through genes. But we’ve just seen
in the case of that female crocodile that the transmission of an idea to
posterity operated through word-of-mouth rather than through
genes. The funny thing is that the three ingredients of the theory of
evolution apply not only to plants and animals, but also to ideas: (1)
different ideas are suggested at random, by every Tom, Dick and
Harry; (2) there is competition between ideas in the sense that only
those ideas survive that are shown to work; and finally (3) what
happens is that ideas reproduce by means of communication.
The main difference is that the evolution of ideas – or the
evolution of culture: cultural evolution – is much faster than
biological evolution. If you have a very useful characteristic – for
instance, can run incredibly fast – then you can pass on that
characteristic to your children. And those children can pass on that
characteristic in turn via your genes to their children and so on. But it
will be a very long time before mankind in general can run fast – you
won’t be around to see it. But you can communicate a good idea to
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everyone, not just your children. As long as your idea is good enough
then you’ll be around to see the whole world know about it.
The world of ideas changes much faster than the world of biology.
Check it out. The savannah, for instance – hasn’t really changed
much in the last hundred years: perhaps it rains a little less or more,
the savannah has really shrunk a little, but the savannah of a hundred
years ago still closely resembles the savannah of today. Compare that
with a town – as world of ideas rather than giraffes. Fashion changes
more in one year than the savannah in a hundred. A town of a
hundred years ago cannot be compared to a present-day one. And
when you were small, the world looked very different from a town of
today: the houses were different, cars were different, and there were
fewer computers. That is all because ideas evolve much faster than
plants and animals – because the transmission isn’t from parent to
child, but from everyone to everyone.

Survival of the fittest
Perhaps you know the celebrated slogan ‘survival of the fittest’.
‘Survival of the fittest’ is a pithy summing-up of the theory of
evolution. The word ‘fit’ is a bit of a problem: it can mean ‘suitable’,
‘competent’, or ‘in good shape’. It means that the plant and animal
species that are fittest are best able to survive. The theory of evolution
doesn’t say that the strongest will survive, or the smartest, or the
prettiest, no… the fittest. And the fittest means little more than the
one best at surviving. And then we’re back where we started: the
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plant and animal species that are best at surviving will survive. That’s
pretty obvious, isn’t it?
The slogan ‘survival of the fittest’ is so terribly simple that’s
it’s almost bound to be true. The things that are best at surviving will
survive. All the things that are there now and were also there a while
ago – plant and animal species, behaviour patterns, rules, businesses,
organisations, ideas, machines – all those things are still there
because in a certain sense they are good at surviving. That’s all – it’s
as simple as that!
Evolution also exists without genes – genes hadn’t yet been
discovered when Darwin thought up his theory of evolution. In recent
years genes have become a major focus of scientific interest. People
are trying to explain all kinds of things genetically. For example,
research is being conducted into whether various diseases have a
genetic origin. Some scientists are investigating whether intelligence
is genetically determined – whether there is such a thing as an
‘intelligence gene’. But the theory of evolution doesn’t stand or fall
with such research.
Things that are better able to reproduce survive: that applies
to plants and animals, but also to ideas and other things. Whether it
happens via genes, word of mouth or in some other way, doesn’t
matter.
In brief
☞ The theory of evolution certainly doesn’t say that everything
is genetically determined.
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☞ Don’t focus on genes to the exclusion of everything else.
Things that are better able to reproduce will continue to
exist – it makes no difference whether that reproduction
takes place via genes, word of mouth or in some other way.
☞ Cultural evolution happens much faster than biological
evolution – because the process of transmission is not from
parent to child, but from everyone to everyone.
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Behaviour
The evolution of behaviour – Individual
Behaviour – Group behaviour

The way in which an animal behaves is determined by what the
animal has learned, but also by the content of the animal’s genes.
(This chapter actually deals only with animals: plants generally
exhibit rather boring behaviour.) When a baby turtle crawls out of the
egg, it stumbles immediately towards the sea, without father, mother
or anyone else having told it to do so. A human baby can suck milk
from a nipple immediately after birth – it does need to be taught that
behaviour. And there are many other examples of behaviour that has
been genetically determined. Be that as it may, it’s difficult to draw a
line between physical characteristics and behavioural characteristics:
when the doctor taps your knee with a mallet, you have a knee-jerk
reaction. Is that behaviour or is it a characteristic of your body?
Whichever way you look at it: not only physical characteristics are
shaped by the process of evolution: behavioural characteristics also
evolve.
Individual behaviour
Winners with physical characteristics that increase their chances of
survival will set a trend, and their characteristics will eventually be
adopted by the majority of the species. The same applies to winners
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who exhibit useful behaviour. Their behaviour will also be adopted by
the majority of the species. For instance, the first rabbit to dig a
barrow in the earth set its stamp on the whole rabbit kingdom –
despite the fact that it was probably just a little burrow and despite
the fact that the rabbit had no idea what it was doing.
We can understand many types of behaviour perfectly on the
basis of the theory of evolution. For instance, it is obvious that a
rabbit with a burrow has quite a few advantages over a rabbit without
one, and so it came about that today all rabbits dig burrows. And it’s
also quite natural that the type of elephant that cares for its young
has a greater chance of survival than the type of elephant that
neglects them. Look, it must have become obvious by now that
elephants do not care for their young with the aim of helping the
species survive. No, it’s simply that only elephants that care for their
offspring will pass on their genes and be trendsetters. All those types
of elephants that neglected their young – if they ever existed – have
become extinct, precisely because they neglected their young.
Antisocial and egocentric behaviour is perfectly compatible with the
theory of evolution: a polar bear that steals seal cubs from other polar
bears so it can eat them itself is a great victor and has a great chance
of ensuring descendants. Those descendants in turn will have a good
chance of exhibiting exactly the same kind of anti-social behaviour,
and the trend has been set. But there are also species of animals that
live in groups and cooperate. How can that be understood in terms of
evolution theory? How can group behaviour and cooperation be
squared with the harshness of nature where at first sight the rule
seems to be ‘every man for himself’?
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Group behaviour
Lions live in groups of between about ten and fifteen animals. The
lionesses provide food. They hunt collectively and stalk their prey
from various directions – a deer, antelope, zebra, etc. So it’s easier for
them to trap their prey: by themselves it would be a lot more difficult.
A lioness clearly benefits from cooperation; it’s easier for her to catch
zebra. But the snag is that she’ll have to share the meal.
There are also lions that live by themselves – old male lions
are often loners. (Sad, isn’t it? The former king of the savannah ends
up as a lonely down-and-out.) Those solitary lions have a harder time
of it: true, they never have to share a zebra with others, but it’s far
more difficult for them to catch a zebra anyway. Ten lions working
jointly may be able to catch a zebra of about 300 kilos – that makes
30 kilos of zebra per lion. While a solitary lion may have to make do
with a meagre hunk of meat weighing 20 kilos.
All in all it’s beneficial for every lion to live in a group. And
that is precisely the reason why lions live in groups. To formulate it
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Ten lions may have to share with each other, but they are able to
catch a zebra weighing maybe 300 kilos. That means 30 kilos per
lion. A lion hunting alone doesn’t have to share, but may not catch
any more than scrap of haunch and a tail – weighing 20 kilos or
so in all.
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more precisely: lions live in groups because lions in groups are the
only ones that can survive in the brutal reality of nature. So lions
don’t live in groups because they find it more sociable or because they
enjoy romping. No, a lion lives in a group because that increases his
or her chance of survival.
A lion will never sacrifice itself for the group. It wouldn’t dream of it:
the group is there for him and not the other way round! Collaborative
ventures come about because in some way they increase the chances
of survival of the individual members. First and foremost it’s a matter
of personal gain, and social behaviour derives from that.
So lions don’t basically live in groups because they find it
such fun. But if you were to ask a lion why it lives in a group, it might
very well reply that it thinks the group is fun. And if it says that, it’s
probably true. But if lions live in larger groups because they think it’s
fun, it’s still because lions in groups have a better chance of survival
than lions that live alone. Lions that find groups more fun, are quite
simply more successful than lions that prefer to be alone.
Apart from lions there are countless examples of group animals and
group behaviour. An interesting example is the vampire, a grisly type
of bat that flutters around nervously at night in search of blood. Don’t
worry, it’s not found in Northern Europe; vampires live mostly in
tropical regions. During the day hang together in big groups in great
caves sleeping upside down. If a vampire doesn’t manage to find any
food for a couple of days, it dies of hunger. To prevent that the
hungry creature asks for a little blood from its bat friends that have
full stomachs. Usually a friend vomits up a little blood and gives it to
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the poor devil to drink; in that way it can make it through another
day, However, the deal is that the next time round the hungry
vampire will help its pals. In that way everybody is happy – at least if
there aren’t bats that abuse the system by scrounging all the time,
and at least if there are no losers that never have any extra blood to
share. Both seem to be rare among vampires.
But…this social behaviour only came about because it
produces a gain for everyone: one vampire benefits when it shares its
neighbour’s blood, and the same applies to the neighbour. As a result
of that benefit both neighbours have a better chance of survival, and
so they set the trend for sharing blood.
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Revolution one: the clustering
of simple molecules into
fragments of mini-life.

Revolution two: the
clustering of separate cells
into multi-cell plants and
animals.

And the third revolution is the clustering of individuals into
collaborative ventures.
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The three revolutions
We’ve seen that the principle of ‘every man for himself’ can be
squared with ‘sharing together’. The answer is: sharing together is a
way of giving everyone as great as possible a chance of survival – at
least that’s the answer in nature. Collaborative ventures come into
being because they benefit individuals. You could see those
collaborative ventures as the third revolution in evolution. The first
revolution was the clustering together of simple molecules into
fragments of mini-life. Before the first revolution there was no life,
and after it there was. The second revolution was the clustering of
simple, single-cell organisms into more complex, multi-cell
organisms. And the third revolution is the clustering of multi-cell
organisms into societies like that of the lion and ourselves.
Cooperation is often very useful and efficient, but that doesn’t mean
that cooperation can come about just like that: there must be
mechanisms in nature for cooperation to emerge. Take trees, for
instance: trees do their utmost to absorb as much sunlight as
possible. Trees do that by growing as high as possible – the higher the
tree, the more sunlight it absorbs. But it costs a tree a great deal of
energy to make those long trunks, and it would be much simpler for a
tree to make shorter trunks. But in that case it doesn’y absorb enough
light. Imagine that trees could communicate, make agreements, and
in that way could share the light. Then they wouldn’t have to grow so
tall and would have spare energy for other things. Unfortunately trees
can’t discuss things with other trees and can’t make agreements
about sharing the sunlight. So the only remaining option is purely
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anti-social behaviour, designed to catch the maximum amount of
sunlight at the expense of other trees.

In brief
☞ Cooperation is a way of giving each individual as great as
possible a chance of survival.
☞ In order to cooperate well you must be able to communicate
with your partners.
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The Story of Morality

Whether there is such a thing as a
universal morality applicable everywhere and at all
times – Whether you can break the law – Conflicts between
the individual and the majority: is someone right? –
Why you work so hard

We saw in the previous chapter that in nature animals cooperate
when it is beneficial for those animals – or for their genes. But what
about cooperation between human beings? Do we live in a society
only because it’s beneficial for you and me? Are the agreements that
exist in our society the same sort of agreements as those between
vampires, or between lions? Are they, in other words, based on
individual profit? We are now entering the field of norms and values,
good and evil: morality.

The history of morality
Vampires share blood because it represents a benefit to every
vampire and lions hunt in groups because each individual can expect
the most meat as a result. Is such an ‘egocentric’ view also at the core
of our society and our norms and values?
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Let’s examine the agreement ‘stealing is wrong’. Stealing has
been wrong since time immemorial. But stealing hasn’t necessarily
always been wrong. You can easily imagine that there were once
people – or prehistoric precursors of human beings – who lived
together in way reminiscent of the Wild West, only worse. Everyone
stole everything in sight and there was still no question of morality as
we know it. All that stealing isn’t that sensible; it may seem fun, but it
costs you unbelievable amounts of energy to defend the possessions
you’ve managed to steal from your fellow-thieves.
One fine day someone somewhere – in some tribe or other –
hit on the idea of agreeing to stop stealing from one another. The idea
caught on, and the result was prosperity for the tribe. There was more
time for nice things and also more time for important things like
hunting, fishing and so on. And actually, with the theory of evolution
at the back our minds, we already know what’s going to happen. The
tribe that had made that pact did better than other tribes. They had
more to eat, more children, you name it. The tribe becomes a
trendsetter. Other tribes are either conquered by the non-stealing
tribe or adopt the pact. And in that way the pact ‘stealing is wrong’
quickly conquers the whole world.
What began as the brainwave of some semi-savage grew into
an important worldwide agreement. Probably it was never conceived
in such a grandiose way and the author never had changing the whole
world in mind. He or she was simply sick of having to defend his or
her belongings and wanted to have more time for other things. But
because the idea turned out to work, it automatically became popular
and set a trend.
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The evolution of morality operates much faster than the
evolution of plants and animals. That’s because in the case of
morality heredity operates not through genes but through
communication. The latter works much faster. The emergence of
today’s morality took only a few thousand years. What’s more,
morality is constantly changing slightly: what we now find ridiculous
and wrong was felt to be quite normal a hundred years ago. And vice
versa.

Logical morality versus universal morality
Evolution ensures that only those animals and plants survive that are
shown to ‘work’: white polar bears, whales with their noses in their
back. No one had the idea in advance that a white coat is useful for
polar bears: a good colour floats to the top by itself through the
process of evolution. And the same goes for ideas; without its being
known in advance, the idea of not stealing turned out to be useful.
Consequently that idea made it to the point where it became a
worldwide morality. Morality can originate spontaneously – without
anyone as such having designed it.
It is of course extremely logical that the moral law ‘stealing is
wrong’ should have come into being: it’s fairly tricky cooperating if
you have to be on your guard the whole time. But it was not laid down
in advance for all eternity that people must not steal from each other:
it’s a moral teaching that emerged gradually and that floated to the
tope through a kind of evolutionary process, because it was a moral
teaching that turned out to work.
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Most people are nice to other people – you probably are too. Is it that
you’re nice to others because that means that in a roundabout way
you’re being nice to yourself?
You don’t steal. Do you do that because you don’t feel like
living in a kind of Wild West situation where you’ve always got to be
on your guard, or do you do it because you really care about others? If
you visit a sick girlfriend do you do that because your girlfriend will
be pleased, or do you do it because you hope your girlfriend will do
the same for you? If you read this chapter you rather get the
impression that animals and people are nice to each other if it
benefits them. That’s true, but it’s also not true.
If you’re nice to someone then you really are nice! You’re not
nice to others because you’re really thinking about yourself. But the
fact that you’re nice does benefit you. Put simply, people who are nice
to each other have a better chance of survival. Evolution ensures that
only nice people survive because nice people have an advantage. But
that doesn’t mean that nice people are actually thinking about
themselves. You really are nice. But it’s certainly useful to you that
you’re nice – it’s just that you’re not even aware of it.

Working morality
We saw earlier in the story about the non-stealing tribe how norms
and values can emerge through a process of evolution. Of course it’s
only a story, but it makes clear how everything may have fitted
together. Good and evil were not established once and for all
thousands of years ago. Good and evil contain thousands of years of
experience of what does and doesn’t work.
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In fact that is already implicit in the word ‘good’. What is a
good car? A car that goes! A car is good when it works. And what is a
good pen? A pen that writes. Something is good when it works. Good
– the ‘good’ of good and evil, of morality – is everything that over the
course of time has given proof of working.
The moral dictum ‘stealing is wrong’ owed its success to the
fact that it offered a benefit: the benefit of having more time and
energy for other things like hunting for food. Can a morality with
more disadvantages than advantages survive? No, such a morality
will disappear. Only a morality with more advantages than
disadvantages has withstood the test of time and will ultimately
survive. Whichever way you look at it: rules – laws, regulations on
how to live – have more advantages than disadvantages, otherwise
the rules would be different.

Can you break the law?
The essence of the story is that it’s better to obey the law than to
break it: on average you’re better off that way. If the average person
remains law-abiding, they have the best chance of a happy life, with
enough to eat, enough time for nice things, and so on. But what if
you’re not an average person but an exceptional one? What are you
supposed to do when you haven’t got two pence to rub together and
have been abandoned by everyone? When all through your life you’ve
never had a single benefit from society and have no expectation of
ever having such a benefit? Is it still to your advantage to obey the
rules? Or mightn’t it be more sensible to go out thieving?
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Imagine that at some point you’re in a situation where
stealing a loaf of bread seems a good option. Is it actually a bad
option? In other words: are you a bad person if you steal a loaf? The
baker will say yes, and so will the policeman, as a representative of
society. But why should the baker, the policeman and society be more
right than a thief? Their point of view is simply different. Of course
the baker will chase after the thief, and of course the policeman will
do his best to put him in prison. But it’s not that the thief will go to
hell or is a worse person from any ‘objective’ point of view.
Sometimes society tries to make you believe that, but actually it’s just
a trick to keep you in line.

Should you listen to the majority?
One very complicated conflict is that between individual and group
interests. No one is right – at least not in nature – although the
individual will often come off worst, since he or she is facing a much
stronger force alone.
Once, long, long ago, single-cell organisms began cooperating
because that offered a benefit to the individual cell. But what if such a
cell gets fed up, opts out of cooperating and starts up on its own? Is it
a bad cell? Not at all. Probably it is, seen from the point of view of the
body against which it rebels. The body will do its utmost to keep the
cell under its thumb, but sometimes the body loses: then you have
cancer. Just a conflict; an honest, equal conflict between the two
different options a cell has: the option of remaining part of the body
or the option of starting a rebellion. Nowhere in nature is there a law
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condemning rebellious cells. All that counts is who wins, and the
winner is always right.
It’s like a football match between, say, Manchester United
and Chelsea. From the point of view of the Man U fan it’s good when
Man U score or even if Man U get a penalty they don’t deserve. But
for the Chelsea fan it’s just the reverse – an undeserved penalty for
Man U will certainly have him seething. Is one better than the other?
Is Man U’s morality better than Chelsea’s? I don’t think so.
There is not natural that says that the majority is more
important than the individual. Just as there is no natural law that
says Chelsea is better than Man U. The only thing is that the majority
usually wins because there are more of them, but that’s all.

Employee versus employer
Another example of one morality clashing with another, this time
from business. Companies do their best to make more profit every
year. If a company is unable to achieve ever greater profits, but its
performance remains constant or actually declines, then at a certain
moment it will go under. It will lose out to its competitors or be
bought up by another company which has seen its profits rise year on
year. To guarantee the survival of the company the management will
constantly make new plans to push up profits. Rising profits is the
mechanism through which the company guarantees its survival.
What horniness is to the horse species, rising profits are to
companies.
But is it the responsibility of the employee to ensure the
company survives? Should he or she work themselves to the bone to
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achieve increased profits? What does the employee gain from the
continued existence of the company – and especially after retirement,
when he or she has stopped working? Of course the employee wants
to earn money. His children want to go to university and other such
things. And of course the employee earns money when the company
performs and makes a profit. But in the first place the interests of the
company and the employee are different, and that also applies to
their morality. Profits and higher turnovers are in the interests of the
company, while the employee benefits from a high salary for food and
shoes for the children. It’s useful if those different objectives are
compatible. To put it more forcefully: only if those objectives can be
reconciled will the two groups remain content. But no one in a
conflict situation is wrong, and the company’s morality is no better
than the employee’s, or vice versa.

Are you a slave to your ambition?
You do your best at school. And after school you do your best at your
next school or at work. Why on earth are you so ambitious? In order
to be successful, isn’t that it? If you’re good at school, you’re
successful: your parents are pleased, your friends are jealous, you’re
doing great. And that’s how it goes all through your life: until at a
certain moment you work hard in order to live in a big house or buy
an expensive car. Why? Why do we do all this for goodness’ sake?
If you’re ambitious or a climber you want to be better than the rest.
Surviving means being better than the rest. It’s only logical that those
people, animals and plants that want to be in some way better than
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the rest will regularly be better than the rest. Let’s think again of a
squad of professional footballers, only eleven of whom can play in the
match. It’s a well-known fact that besides talent a certain attitude is
required to make it. You have to want it badly, you have to fight for it,
have the ambition to make it, the ambition to be better than the rest.
Otherwise you won’t make it, however talented you may be.
Nature is just as harsh and demands as much as a football
competition. In nature it’s definitely to your advantage if besides
talent you exhibit the ambition to survive. The ambition to survive, to
be better than the rest, is a characteristic that in evolutionary terms is
successful. That is, a characteristic that persists, just like horniness
and concern for the next generation.
I once saw a documentary about penguins. It was an appalling
documentary. The penguins had gathered on some island to mate.
And the whole island was alive with penguin chicks. The chicks lay
basking in the sun on the rocks and were fed by Mum and Dad until
they were old enough to fend for themselves and had to dive into the
ice-cold water themselves to hunt for fish and titbits. The penguin
chicks were all more or less the same age and all had to take their
first plunge into the water at the same moment. And that’s where the
sea lions were waiting…
It was a real bloodbath. The sea lions feasted to their heart’s
content on those dear little penguins. The vast majority were
devoured on camera.
One of the young penguins was followed by the camera. You
saw the poor creature dive awkwardly into the water. It struggled to
make headway. Very slowly. And along came the sea lion.
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With dazzling sunlight behind it and filmed in slow motion
the ghastly monster bore down on the dear little creature. It closed in,
snapped its jaws… and wham went the penguin. The little creature
simply attacked that huge monster! You won’t get me, you saw it
thinking. It gave another whack with its beak. It was a life-and-death
battle but the little pitbull penguin won! The sea lion slunk off and
our penguin headed for the open sea.
Scores, hundreds, perhaps even thousands of penguins were
eaten. But not this little David. Our baby penguin probably lived
happily ever after. And these kinds of penguins, Davids, pitbull
penguins, ambitious penguins – these kinds of penguins survive.
From generation to generation, for hundreds, thousands, millions of
years on end the most ambitious organisms have survived. This is not
to say that ambition is a genetically determined characteristic – it’s
perfectly possible that penguins, people and other animals learn their
ambition from their parents or from others. But whichever way you
look at it, ambition is a characteristic that benefits survival. The most
ambitious animals survive and we probably carry a little of that in us.
Makes you think, doesn’t it? Why do you do your best at
school? Because it makes you happier? Or because your ambition is a
successful characteristic passed on from generation to generation and
you, completely unconsciously, are the victim of it? I don’t know, and
perhaps you yourself don’t know either. But it’s fun to look at it
occasionally from the perspective of the theory of evolution.
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The lunacy of survival
Let’s do a thought experiment. It’s a bit like the story of the Abalone
champion. That story explained how you could beat the world
champion in a game of Abalone. It was actually very simple: you
started with a hundred boards rather than one. In response to every
move of the champions you could try out a hundred random countermoves. Boards on which you lost disappeared into the cupboard and
boards on which you held out remained.
In this thought experiment we don’t have a large collection of
Abalone boards, but of globes of the world. And each globe is a real
world: with real plants and animals and real people. Hundreds of
globes, each slightly different. On one globe elephants are as big as
dogs, on the other globe cows produce chocolate milkshakes, and on
yet another globe rabbits don’t dig burrows, but hide in the trees.
People too differ on the various globes. They differ in size,
intelligence and also as regards their behaviour. On one globe people
are much more relaxed, on the other slightly sportier, and on and on.
All kinds of things happen on those globes. Exactly the same
kinds of things happen as in our real world: prosperity and disaster.
On some globes people are happier and on others less happy, and on
some globes mankind survives and on others it becomes extinct.
Globes on which mankind dies out vanish into the cupboard. That’s
how this thought experiment is set up. No one on the globes, though,
knows this strange rule, and no one knows that there other globes.
Each globe has its own aberration: for instance, there is a globe where
everyone sleeps all day, and there’s another when people try to sit for
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as long as possible in the sun. Sleep is not really favourable for the
survival chances of mankind, nor is sitting in the sun. And
consequently mankind becomes extinct on these worlds. These globes
disappear from the stage: one, two, three and into the cupboard. And
on other globes the same thing happens: at regular intervals another
human race dies out, and the number of globes steadily decreases.
But there is one globe that keeps going. One this globe there
is some strange craziness or other. Almost all the people on that globe
think that it’s important that mankind should survive. They all do
their utmost to make it survive; they’re completely obsessed with it.
On that globe they all have children. Doctors go around doing
research to see whether certain diseases can be cured in the future.
And there are people who get worked up about the future of the
environment and the greenhouse effect. And lots more besides.
This globe doesn’t disappear into the cupboard. The world
with those oddballs who work so hard at maintaining mankind, of
course endures. That globe still exists.
That sole surviving world actually exists: it’s our world. We live in a
world where many people are obsessed with the idea that survival is
important. The worlds that disappear into the cupboard also actually
exist. Those are worlds with people who lived differently from us;
people who didn’t find the whole business of surviving that important
and were more concerned with just lazing about, for instance.
We don’t live in the world where people are happiest, nor do
we live in the world where people are friendliest. We live in the world
where everyone – unconsciously perhaps – tries as hard and as
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We don’t live on the globe on which everyone is sunbading or relaxing
all day. We live on the globe where we do our utmost to
let humanity survive – the one on the right.

fanatically as possible to help mankind survive (though sometimes
you wouldn’t think so).
In our world we are all obsessed by own our craziness – our
focus on surviving. In some ways we are all upset when something
ceases to exist. A farmer is upset when his business has to be sold and
is not taken over by a son or a daughter. People get upset when their
family name dies out. And the English get upset at the loss of their
car industry.
But it goes much further than that. Take a doctor doing
research into AIDS. She does it in the hope that people in the future
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will have a life free from AIDS and in the hope that mankind will not
be entirely wiped out by that disease. But that future is probably a
long way off, and probably the doctor won’t live to see the discovery
of the cure for AIDS.
The doctor derives no benefit at all from the fact that in two
hundred years’ time AIDS will no longer exist. And no one alive now
derives any benefit from the fact that mankind will still exist in two
hundred years’ time anyway. Yet all of us think that doctor’s work is
wonderful. She gains job satisfaction and wins respect. But it’s a kind
of lunacy. The worldwide lunacy of finding our survival important.
It’s quite logical that that lunacy should exist, because the
moment it erupted, it took firm control. If we shout to each other
loud enough that survival is important and act accordingly, well…
then we’ll survive. (Or at any rate more easily than those others who
let the whole survival business pass them by.) But that doesn’t mean
that survival is really good or important.
Imagine if all of us were to decide that mankind could die out. We’d
decide that no one should any longer have children. Those living now
would be the last people on earth. And once the last person now
living has died, mankind will have died. Would you find that awful?
Really? But why? You won’t notice a thing. You won’t notice a thing
whether or not mankind survives after your death. Yet you’d probably
think it was awful if mankind died out after your death. That’s
because it’s a successful characteristic to think it's awful that
mankind doesn’t survive. A characteristic that persists and
reproduces.
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We live in a world where everyone thinks that the survival of
mankind is something important. But in fact, it’s lunacy: the lunacy
of survival. And the poor doctor who toils away to do good is the
victim of this lunacy, as are all those people who worry about the
future of the environment or that oil reserves will be exhausted in a
hundred years’ time.

To sum up
In this chapter we’ve seen that morality arose in a way reminiscent of
evolution: the most successful morality has survived. Transmission in
this evolution probably took place through word-of-mouth. The same
applies to morality as cooperation between animals: on average
morality benefits each individual.
At any rate that is the case with the history of morality. The
morality we know at present partly arose through an evolutionary
process. In that sense morality is not universal – unlike the law of
gravity, which is universal: everywhere and at all times (a thousand
years ago and in Africa and Australia) apples fall downwards from
trees.
There is no such thing as a universal morality. There may be
such a thing as a logical morality: the moral exhortation not to steal is
an example. It’s quite logical that cooperation should benefit from an
agreement not to steal. But the point is not whether it is logical, but
whether it works. And if somewhere it turns out unexpectedly to work
better if the agreement is ditched, that will happen overnight.
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Fortunately we’re people. We can distance ourselves from the history
of morality. We can discuss morality and form an ideal picture of
what the world should be like. But in that discussion you cannot take
your bearings from a universal and true morality: it is and remains a
discussion between equal interlocutors, who may not always agree
with each other.

In brief
☞ It does not benefit an employee if the company he or she
works for survives after his or her retirement.
☞ The morality of good and evil does appear out of the blue as
a universal truth, but has emerged gradually in an
evolutionary process.
☞ If you’re nice to someone then you’re really nice! You’re not
nice to others because you’re really thinking of yourself. It
does, though, benefit you if you are nice.
☞ If you steal bread you won’t go to hell.
☞ No natural law exists that says the minority must listen to
the majority.
☞ What horniness is to the horse species, increased profits are
to companies.
☞ Ambition is a characteristic ingrained in us by evolution.
☞ We’re not the happiest mankind, or the nicest mankind.
We’re the mankind that tries hardest to survive.
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Does God Exist?
On the beginning of things – Whether you can believe
in God and evolution theory at the same time

Before Charles Darwin thought up the theory of evolution in the
second half of the nineteenth century, there was a general consensus
in Western countries that God had created the world. The
overwhelming majority in the Western world was Christian, and
according to the Bible God created the earth in six days, including
people, plants and animals. Certainly a very different account from
the theory of evolution, which describes gradual and slow changes.
There it is a matter of millions of years rather instead of six days. Are
you surprised that Darwin’s ideas were a bombshell and that many
people reacted with considerable alarm?
The result was years of dispute between Christians and
supporters of evolution theory. In the meantime the dispute has died
down slightly and many Christians have realised the reasonableness
of evolution theory. They’ve have given the theory of evolution a place
in their faith. They also understand that it is quite a challenge to
make the whole world in six days. And what are they to make of
convincing proofs of the theory of evolution such as fossils of
dinosaurs and suchlike? But it’s still an exciting contest: God versus
the theory of evolution.
It is often said and written that faith and science (and hence
God and the theory of evolution) are very different things, and that
because of that fundamental difference they do not conflict. All that
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may very well be true, but in this chapter I shall be mainly dealing
with where God and the theory of evolution do meet.

What is God?
When you talk about God it’s good to reflect for a moment on what
God actually is. Well, I don’t know exactly at all – and probably
everyone has his or her own experience of what God more or less is.
But I’ll have a try.
☞ God is the Creator – He made everything. Or in any case He
played a certain –crucial – part in the whole process of
creation. (Whether God is male or female is a matter of
indifference to me, but for convenience’s sake I’ll use the
masculine pronoun.)
☞ God presides over the universe: God determines what is good
and bad.
☞ God gives meaning to life: life exists for God. Actually this is
not a self-contained fact, but depends on the previous two
points: life is there for God because He made it; or God gives
life meaning because we live in the service of God’s norms
and values.
☞ God has a beard.

I hope this corresponds to some extent with your image of God.
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How did it all begin?
The theory of evolution leaves many things open. The story begins
only when the earth is a kind of big greenhouse. How in heaven’s
name did the earth come into being?
Probably the earth is a collection of separate fragments that
clustered together and started orbiting the sun. That’s fine: but then
how did the sun come into being? A complicated question: stars don’t
come into being every day, and in addition the birth of a star takes
some time, so simply peering round the universe to see how stars are
born is not on. Nevertheless people came up with an answer: the
stars were born as a result of the Big Bang – a huge explosion in
space from which the universe and the stars originated. So at first
there was nothing – niente, nada, zilch; no planets, no stars, no light,
not even any universe! – and in this great nothing there was a huge
explosion and suddenly there was a universe and there was light. And
this universe grew bigger and bigger and gradually the stars and
planets were formed and finally our own earth too.
That’s the Big Bang theory. A very beautiful story, but there
are some unanswered questions. Because how did the Big Bang come
about? We don’t know. There lots of other loose ends in Big Bang
theory.
So it’s not completely satisfactory. It would be easy if we
could say that someone – a super-engineer or something – made the
universe, with the stars and planets. Then the quest for the how and
why will at least stop for once. And there comes God round the corner
again.
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God as the one who gave the first impulse. God created the
universe, the earth and life. After creation the mechanism took over
from God. It‘s a theory – an attempt to reconcile the divine with the
theory of evolution. But in that theory God has forfeited some of His
strength: from the almighty Creator and lord of the universe He has
been downgraded to the one who gave the first impulse – in itself a
very beautiful task.
But whether that first impulse was given by God or a sinister
professor or appeared out of the blue – none of it makes much
difference for the perspective of the theory of evolution. The essence
is more concerned with the mechanism rather than with the history
and the exact date of the beginning. The message of the theory of
evolution is that you don’t need a creator to create things. The theory
of evolution says that we and all other things that exist exist because
they are good at surviving.
You’re making a error of reasoning if you believe that must
be an intelligent being invented it all because it all fits together so
well. You’re making exactly the same error in reasoning as the passerby who saw you playing Abalone against the world champion – you
understood nothing of the game but because you were allowed to try
a hundred arbitrary moves each time. You were able to beat the world
champion. All those thousands, millions of games in which you lost
disappeared straight into the other cupboard and the passer-by was
never able to see them. He had the wool pulled over his eyes because
of the fact that that only those things were left that fitted so
beautifully.
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The theory of evolution at least ensured that that one role of
God’s has clearly shrunk over the course of time: that of creator,
deviser, inventor of the universe, including us. But God has several
roles.
In religion God also has the role of lord of the world: God
determines what is permissible and what is not. He determines good
and evil. God gave Moses the Ten Commandments – He conceived
them all Himself and carved them on a great stone. And God has the
last word in judging whether you have lived well or badly.
But we’ve seen that this role is not so relevant either: good
and bad are not divine concepts. Good and bad emerged in an
evolutionary process and are still evolving. Forget Moses, and forget
the Day of Judgement.

Mini-God
Is it possible then to believe in both evolution theory and God? The
theory of evolution shows clearly that nature may have been created
without a Creator and that no one presides over good and evil. So
what meaning is there left to believing in God? What is that God then,
if He is not the Creator of the world and does not preside over good
and evil? God doesn’t exist!
On the other hand there are people who believe in God and
derive support from God. Isn’t it a little arrogant to say to those
people that God doesn’t exist? As though they were fooling
themselves. Those people feel the presence of God, don’t they? I
believe in love because I feel love. If someone maintains that love
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doesn’t exist, I shrug my shoulders. It’s all the same to me: my love
exists, because I feel it.
I love, therefore love exists: I believe, therefore God exists. You
can’t argue with that – God does exist!
But let’s stay real. If I say that love exists because I feel it, I
mean that my love exists – after all, I’m the one that feels it. Love
exists for me because I feel it. The train of reasoning ‘I love, therefore
love exists’ says only something about me and my experience of the
world. And the same applies to too the train of reasoning ‘I believe,
therefore God exists’. In itself a very nice train of reasoning, but it
shows only that God exists for someone who believes in God. And
what about this one: ‘I’m frightened of ghosts, therefore ghosts exist.’
OK, it’s true: ghosts exist, since you’re afraid of then. But be honest,
do ghosts really exist?
If we set everything out clearly, only a very meagre God is left. First
He was the Almighty ruler of the world: He had created it and
determined what was and was not permitted in His realm. With the
help of the theory of evolution He became the one who was able to
give the first impulse. And finally he became something that exists in
the experience of someone who believes.
There are very many people who believe both in the theory of
evolution and in God. I myself find that quite hard to understand.
What in heaven’s name do those people believe in? In a mini-God or
in a real super-God?
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In brief
☞ The theory of evolution has badly dented God’s image. The
theory of evolution shows that no Creator is necessary to
create things and that good and evil are not divine concepts.
☞ It is questionable what kind of God people believe in who
believe both in God and in the theory of evolution.
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Well Then

Have you ever been skiing or snowboarding? Great, whizzing down a
lovely rolling piste… But there such things as mogul runs. Ever seen
or skied down one? Handling mogul runs is pretty tricky. They’re not
nice and smooth; quite the reverse, they’re incredibly bumpy.
Actually they consist of lots of hummocks about three feet high.
When you look at a mogul run from some way off you see all those
hummocks neatly laid out in equidistant rows – as if they’d been built
on purpose. But they haven’t. Mogul runs form by themselves in
places where the snow isn’t flattened by snow bashers.
A mogul run starts life as a wonderful rolling slope. But after
a few people have skied it little irregularities form – as a result of the
skiing. Subsequent skiers avoid the little bumps and tend to take the
same route as their predecessors – skiers are like that. And so the
bumps grow into bigger bumps. Time to flatten the piste with a snow
basher. But if that isn’t done the bumps get higher and a mogul run
forms by itself. And once it’s established it’s virtually impossible to
get rid of. A mogul run originates more or less by chance and persists.
And in fact life is just like a mogul run: originating by chance and
hard to wipe out. Nothing more and nothing less. Life originated
once upon a time, it is good in surviving and therefore still exists.
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So here we are: people, roses, wild boar, bacteria. All by
virtue of the fact that we’re good at continuing to exist. For no good
reason! How disappointing.

So here we all sit… in a kind of Noah’s Ark. What we all have in
common is that we’re good at surviving. And that’s why we’ve
survived. But don’t forget the huge mountain of millions and millions
of other arks containing other animals and plants that didn’t survive.

The universe sometimes seems like a big pan of soup on a stove that
happens still to be alight in an abandoned mountain refuge; no one
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has come by for years, and no one will call in for years to come. All
kinds of things are happening in the pan: a carrot floats to the left
and a sausage bubbles to the right - and all of it without any
intention. But should something happen in the pan that lasts, then it
will survive. And the same goes for life. A pan of soup, a mogul run.
No exalted command from God. Just something that emerged in the
universe and turns out to be good at surviving. All the things that are
here now and were also here a while ago – plant and animal species,
behaviour patterns, rules, companies, organisations, ideas, machines
– all those things are still here because in a certain sense they’re good
at surviving. That’s all, it’s as simple as that!
There’s no sensible answer to the question why life appeared. Why
did those blooming flowers, wonderful strawberries and splendid
parrots appear? And why did we – human beings – appear? For no
reason! There is no one for whom we appeared and there is no one
who designed us. There is no indication that life appeared with any
reason or aim. We appeared and here we are. There is not even any
universal good that we can see our lives as serving.
That doesn’t mean that my and your lives are pointless. Life
itself can have a purpose, but the origin of life has no purpose. And
actually that’s just as well. Because it enables us to set our own goals.

To summarise
☞ In a nutshell, the theory of evolution is as follows: variation
within a species, fierce competition in nature and heredity
enable a species to change step by step.
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☞ A polar bear is white so that it won’t stand out in the snow,
although no one came up with the idea that a polar bear
should be white so as not to stand out in the snow.
☞ But the question ‘Why do polar bears stay white?’ is one to
which one can give a more sensible answer than the
question ‘Why are polar bears white?’ Polar bears became
white by chance, and stayed white because that proved to be
particularly useful.
☞ If you just bumble your way through life stupidly and
randomly and all your failures are forgotten, you’ll make a
very smart impression.
☞ Plants, animals – and people too – are in a certain sense
biological copiers that are subordinated to their genes.
☞ Males – with their unlimited supply of sperm – exhibit
different behaviour from females – which have to be frugal
with their eggs. But the behaviour of both males and females
is dominated by the transmission of genes.
☞ Homosexuality is not unnatural. It’s just that in
evolutionary terms is less successful than heterosexuality –
because homosexuals simply don’t go in for reproduction.
☞ Animals and plants do not reproduce in order to maintain
the species. It’s simply that the only plant and animal
species that survive are those species that go in for
reproduction.
☞ The survival of the horse species doesn’t benefit the
individual horse.
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☞ Family relationships arise in such a way that it is beneficial
to family members to disseminate their genes.
☞ Don’t focus on genes to the exclusion of everything else.
Things that are better at reproducing will survive – it
doesn’t matter whether that reproduction takes place
through genes, word-of-mouth or in some other way.
☞ Cooperation is a way through which each individual
achieves as great a chance as possible of survival.
☞ The morality of good and evil doesn’t appear out of the blue
as a universal truth, but has arisen gradually.
☞ If you steal bread you won’t go to hell.
☞ There is no natural law that says the minority must listen to
the majority.
☞ What horniness is to the horse species, increased profits are
to companies.
☞ Ambition is a characteristic ingrained in us by evolution.
☞ We are not the happiest possible humanity, and we’re not
the nicest possible humanity. We’re the humanity that tries
hardest to survive.
☞ It is questionable what kind of God people believe in who
believe in both God and the theory of evolution.
☞ Life is just like a mogul run: emerging by chance and almost
impossible to get rid of.
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☞ The origin of life has no purpose. But that doesn’t mean that
life itself is pointless.
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